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Preface
The area of dark matter is one of the most interesting and exciting topics in physics
today. Existing at the intersection of particle physics and astrophysics, the existence
of a new dark matter particle can be used to explain many astrophysical and cosmological observations, as well as to reconcile outstanding issues in the standard model
of particle physics. Experiments such as SuperCDMS are built to detect dark matter
in the lab by looking for low-energy nuclear recoils produced by collisions between
dark matter particles and atoms in terrestrial detectors. SuperCDMS Soudan is particularly well-suited to follow up on possible hints of low-mass dark matter seen by
other recent experiments because of its low thresholds and excellent background discrimination. Analyzing SuperCDMS Soudan data to look for low-mass dark matter
comes with particular challenges because of the low signal-to-noise very near threshold. However, with a detailed background model developed by scaling high-energy
events down into the low-energy signal region, SuperCDMS Soudan produced worldleading limits on the existence of low-mass dark matter.
In addition, a few SuperCDMS Soudan detectors experienced cold hardware problems that can a↵ect the data collected. Of particular interest is one detector considered for the low-mass WIMP search that has one of its charge electrodes shorted
to chassis ground. Three events were observed in this detector upon unblinding the
SuperCDMS Soudan low-energy data, even though <1 event was expected based on
pre-unblinding calulations. However, the data collected by the shorted detector may
have been compromised since an electrode shorted to ground will modify the electric
field in the detector. The SuperCDMS Detector Monte Carlo (DMC) provides an
excellent way to model the e↵ects of the modified electric field, so a new model of the
iv

expected backgrounds in the low-mass WIMP search is developed using the DMC to
try to explain how the short may have a↵ected the data collected.
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 1 gives a broad introduction to dark
matter, discussing the astrophysical and cosmological evidence for its existence, listing several possible particle physics candidates, and outlining several experimental
strategies to look for dark matter. Chapter 2 is an overview of CDMS detector technology and the experimental setup at the Soudan Underground Laboratory, with a
focus on how data coming out of Soudan is analyzed. Chapter 3 presents results from
a search for low-mass dark matter at SuperCDMS Soudan and discusses the interpretation of the results. Chapter 4 contains follow-up work that uses the CDMS Detector
Monte Carlo (DMC) to understand the possible systematics associated with a detector that had one of its charge electrodes shorted to ground. This chapter represents
the first time the DMC has been used to inform ongoing CDMS analysis. Chapter
5 takes a brief detour into the world of e↵ective field theory (EFT), examining the
consequences of an expanded set of possible WIMP-nucleon interactions in the EFT
framework. Finally, Chapter 6 wraps up the material of the previous chapters and
discusses how the research presented in this thesis can be applied as CDMS moves
toward SuperCDMS SNOLAB.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Physicists have long endeavored to understand the workings of the universe at the
most fundamental level. The triumph of particle physics in the 20th century was
the standard model, which describes the interactions of fundamental particles such as
electrons and quarks. However, around the same time, astrophysical and cosmological
evidence began to suggest that the standard model did not provide the full picture of
all interactions and types of particles. A new type of particle was proposed to explain
these observations. Known as dark matter, this particle (or family of particles) does
not interact with standard model particles through electromagnetism or the strong
force, and, as such, it is not observable using most standard techniques. This chapter discusses the evidence for dark matter, from the earliest calculations of galactic
dynamics, to state-of-the-art observations of the cosmic microwave background. It
also discusses several possible models for dark matter as well as current means of
detecting this new particle.

1
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1.1

2

Astrophysical and cosmological evidence for
dark matter

1.1.1

Gravity: galaxy clusters and rotation curves

The earliest evidence for dark matter comes from observations of galactic dynamics.
In the 1930s, Fritz Zwicky studied the movement of galaxies within the Coma Cluster.
He measured the velocities of the galaxies using their Doppler shifts and determined
the total mass of the cluster with the virial theorem [1, 2]. After comparing this
result to the mass estimated from the number of galaxies and the luminosity of the
cluster, his calculations suggested that there was significantly more mass than could
be accounted for with visual observations. He called this extra mass “dark matter.”
Individual galaxies also show similar behavior: more mass than is visually observed
is needed to account for the large rotational velocities at high radii. Vera Rubin and
collaborators determined the rotational velocity as a function of distance to the center
of the galaxy using the Doppler shift of spectra from numerous HII regions, which
contain partially-ionized hydrogen gas, in the Andromeda galaxy [3]. The measured
velocities from this study are shown in Fig. 1.1.
The rotational velocity was found to be nearly flat at high radius, indicating
that the mass of the galaxy increases linearly with radius [4, 5]. Further studies
found similar results across a range of galaxies [6]. The flat portion of the rotation
curves extends past the light-emitting regions of the galaxy. This di↵ers from the
expectation that, if the mass of the galaxy tracks with the light, the rotation curve
p
should fall o↵ as 1/ r at large radii. These observations provide further evidence
for the existence of a significant massive and non-luminous component in galaxies
[7]. More recent models of the contributions to the rotation curve from the various
galactic components support this hypothesis, as shown in Fig. 1.2 [8]. For the Milky
Way, a significant dark matter halo component (dash-dot black curve) is required to
fit the observations.
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Figure 1.1: Rotation curve (rotational velocity vs. distance to center) for the Andromeda galaxy [3]. The solid line represents a least-squares fit to a fourth-order
polynomial that is required to remain nearly flat at a radius of 120 arc-minutes.

1.1.2

Evidence from gravitational lensing

General relativity predicts that mass distributions located between an observer and a
distant light source can “bend” the light as it propagates, producing an e↵ect known
as gravitational lensing. This phenomena can be used to determine the magnitude
and distribution of dark matter in two ways: strong lensing, which creates visible
distortions of the lensed source, and weak lensing, which considers small distortions
of the lensed sources that are detected by analyzing large numbers of sources in
aggregate.
Strong lensing of background sources produces multiple images of a single source,
magnification of the lensed source, and distortion e↵ects known as Einstein rings.
Large luminous arcs (partial Einstein rings) were observed in galaxy clusters as early
as the 1970s; however, these structures were not connected to lensing phenomena until
the late 1980s [9]. Further studies of clusters, including Abell 1689 and 0024+1654,
demonstrate that strong lensing can be used to accurately determine the mass of
clusters [10, 11]. In addition, comparisons of the mass of the galaxies in the cluster
to the total mass of the cluster, as in Fig. 1.3, show that galaxies comprise only a
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Figure 1.2: Measured rotation curve of the Milky Way (circles and triangles), with
models of the contribution to the rotation curve from the galactic bulge and disk
(luminous mattter) and halo (dark matter) [8].

fraction of the total mass of galaxy clusters.
Weak gravitational lensing, on the other hand, looks for small distortions (of
the order of a few percent) in the shapes of large populations of galaxies. Early
studies detected systematic alignments between background galaxies and attributed
to lensing by a massive foreground galaxy [12]. Modern weak lensing work often
focuses on cosmic shear, looking for distortion of galaxies in one preferential direction
as photons are lensed by the mass distribution along the line of sight. Since cosmic
shear measurements often focus on wide surveys of the sky, they can be used to map
out the large-scale structure of the mass in the universe [13].
One famous example of lensing evidence for dark matter is from the somewhat
audaciously-titled paper “A Direct Empirical Proof of the Existence of Dark Matter”
[14]. This study examined weak lensing observations of a merging galaxy cluster
known as the Bullet Cluster and compared the results to X-ray emission from the
hot gas. The distributions of mass and hot gas in the Bullet Cluster are shown in
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Figure 1.3: Mass density vs. radius for cluster 0024+1654 [10]. The thick line shows
the total mass as measured using strong gravitational lensing, while the thin line
shows the mass of the galaxy-only component. Galaxies represent only 17% of the
mass of the cluster inside 107 h 1 kpc.

Fig. 1.4. The weak lensing maps approximately trace the distribution of galaxies,
even though the majority of the baryonic matter in the cluster is found in the hot
gas. The separation between the bulk of the mass as measured by weak lensing
and the dominant baryonic component cannot be easily explained by theories which
propose modifications to gravity. Such a result can be caused by the existence of a
non-luminous particle that comprises the majority of the mass of the cluster.

1.1.3

Cosmological evidence for dark matter

The structure and evolution of the universe also provides evidence for the existence
of dark matter. The ⇤CDM cosmological model [15, 16] (named for cold dark matter
and ⇤, or dark energy), supported by evidence from high-redshift supernovae [17, 18],
the cosmic microwave background [19, 20], big bang nucleosynthesis [21, 22], baryon
acoustic oscillations [23], and the large-scale structure of the universe [24], describes
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Figure 1.4: Observations of the Bullet Cluster, a merging cluster of galaxies [14].
Left: Magellan images of the cluster, with weak lensing mass contours overlaid in
green. Right: Chandra observations of the X-ray emission from hot gas, showing
clear evidence of shocks from the merger.

the evolution of the universe from the Big Bang through the current epoch.
The cosmic microwave background (CMB), discovered in the mid-1960s by Arno
Penzias and Robert Wilson [25], has provided a wealth of information about the
evolution of the early universe. Produced when the early universe cooled enough to
allow the ionized plasma to recombine into hydrogen atoms (an age of approximately
400,000 years, or a temperature of 3000 K), this radiation is isotropic and uniform
in temperature. As the universe cooled and expanded, the CMB photons were redshifted, so today the CMB is a near-perfect black body spectrum with a temperature
of ⇠2.73 K.

Subsequent observations from satellites such as COBE and WMAP discovered

small anisotropies in the CMB at the level of one part in 105 [26, 27].

These

anisotropies are the result of quantum fluctuations in the early universe, imprinted
in the density of the universe as it underwent exponential inflation a tiny fraction of
a second after the big bang [28, 29]. Today, this appears as small fluctuations in the
temperature map of the CMB, as shown in Fig. 1.5, left [20].
From the temperature fluctuations map, CMB experiments can construct the
power spectrum as a function of the multipole moment `, which is inversely proportional to the angular scale. Figure 1.5, right, shows the CMB power spectrum as
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measured by Planck. The theoretical power spectrum predicted by the best-fit parameters for the ⇤CDM model is shown in red, and is in excellent agreement with
the data.

Figure 1.5: Left: All-sky map of CMB temperature fluctuations produced by Planck
[20]. Right: Power spectrum of CMB temperature as measured by Planck, with ±1
uncertainties. The best-fit ⇤CDM theoretical spectrum is plotted in red, and the
bottom panel shows the residuals with respect to this model.

The peaks in the power spectrum above ` of ⇠100 are caused by oscillations pro-

duced by two competing forces in the photon-baryon plasma in the early universe:
radiation pressure, which tends to smooth out anisotropies, and gravitational attraction, which produces clumping. At the time of recombination, these oscillations were
frozen in and appear as the series of peaks seen in in the power spectrum [30, 31].
The locations and amplitudes of these peaks contain information about the curvature
of the universe and the density of baryons and dark matter. This yields values for
the parameters of the ⇤CDM model, including the fractional density of dark energy,
dark matter, and ordinary matter (baryons) shown in Fig. 1.6. These results show
that the total amount of matter in the universe is ⇠5 times larger than the baryonic
matter, further emphasizing that the majority of the matter in the universe is dark.

1.2

Dark matter candidates

The astrophysical and cosmological evidence for non-luminous matter suggests the
existence of a new type of particle that makes up the majority of the mass density of
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Figure 1.6: Content of the universe, as measured by the Planck cosmic microwave
background satellite [20].

the universe and is not found in the standard model. Candidates for such a particle
are often well-motivated by outstanding problems in the standard model [32]. Several
of the most commonly-discussed particles are shown in Fig. 1.7 [33]. The red boxes,
which depict hot or warm dark matter candidates, are ruled out by large scale structure constraints: neutrinos or other hot dark matter candidates tend to wash out
large-scale structure since the particles will freely stream away instead of clumping
together [34, 35].
One particularly attractive dark matter candidate is the Weakly Interacting Massive Particle, or WIMP [36]. Such a particle could be produced thermally in the
early universe and freeze out to the correct relic density (this is known as the “WIMP
miracle”). Figure 1.8 depicts the freeze-out process [37]. At early times (high temperatures), WIMPs are in thermal equilibrium: the rate of annihilation and production
is approximately equal. As the universe expands and cools, WIMP production is
suppressed and the density begins to drop o↵. Eventually, the universe expands to a
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Figure 1.7: Dark matter parameter space, with ranges of mass and cross section for
possible candidates indicated [33]. Red, pink, and blue boxes represent hot, warm,
and cold dark matter candidates respectively.

sufficiently large size that particles cannot find partners to annihilate with, so annihilation also ceases. This results in a relic density that is frozen in. Thermally-averaged
annihilation cross sections at the weak scale (h vi ⇠ 10

26

cm3 /s) can produce the

observed relic density.

WIMPs can be found in numerous extensions to the standard model. Supersymmetry (SUSY) provides a particularly attractive way to generate stable, massive,
neutral particles [38]. To solve the gauge hierarchy problem, which asks why the
scale of the Higgs field is ⇠100 GeV/c 2 instead of at the Planck scale, SUSY posits
the existence of a new partner particle with opposite spin statistics for each particle

in the standard model. Without such particles, the scale of the Higgs field must be
fine-tuned to this low value; however, the addition of superparticles naturally brings
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Figure 1.8: WIMP density as a function of inverse temperature (⇠ time) in the early
universe for di↵erent choices of the velocity-averaged annihilation cross section h vi
[37]. The black curve shows the WIMP density if the expansion of the universe was
slow enough to maintain thermal equilibrium.

its value down to ⇠100 GeV/c 2 .

In SUSY models that contain a new conserved quantity known as R-parity, the

lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) provides a possible dark matter candidate
because it is stable [39, 40]. In the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM),
the LSP is usually a linear combination of the superpartners of the photon, Z0 , and
Higgs bosons called the neutralino. The simplest and most highly-constrained version
of supersymmetry, the CMSSM, is in tension with experimental data including null
results from direct detection experiments and the discovery of a 126 GeV/c 2 Higgs [41,
42]. However, in the more general pMSSM, many dark matter candidates remain that
can be accessed by experiments that are currently operating or will come online in
the near future [43].
Recent results from DAMA [44], CoGeNT [45], CRESST-II [46], and CDMS II Si
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[47] are consistent with dark matter particles with masses of approximately 10 GeV/c 2 ,
igniting interest in models that can produce low-mass dark matter particles. SUSY
models in the Next-to-MSSM (NMSSM) can produce particles with masses of 10 GeV/c 2
or less that have the proper relic density while satisfying all constraints from the LHC
[48, 49]. However, there are additional models that can also produce dark matter with
masses of a few GeV/c 2 in the appropriate amounts. One such model is asymmetric dark matter, which claims that dark matter in the early universe is related to
the observed matter/antimatter asymmetry [50, 51]. This e↵ect naturally produces
low-mass dark matter particles, since in this model, m ⇠

⇢DM
mp
⇢b

⇠ 5 GeV/c 2 .

Another theoretically well-motivated candidate for dark matter is the axion, mo-

tivated by a solution to the strong CP problem [52]. Such a particle is expected to
have a mass that is a fraction of an eV, and can be detected by conversion to photons
in the presence of a magnetic field. The Axion Dark Matter Experiment (ADMX) is
designed to detect axions using RF cavities that can scan over a range of frequencies
[53]. The conversion between axions and photons is expected to be resonant, so an axion would show up as a small bump in the power as a function of frequency. Upgrades
to the experiment are expected to probe a wide range of the possible axion dark matter parameter space [54]. In addition, experiments designed to look for WIMPs are
also sensitive to other types of axions that are not dark matter candidates: CDMS II
produced limits on the axion-photon coupling for Solar axions [55], and SuperCDMS
SNOLAB, with its larger exposure, is expected to improve upon those limits. Though
these other particles are also viable dark matter candidates, this thesis is primarily
concerned with Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs).

1.3

Experimental signatures of dark matter

The evidence detailed in section 1.1 demonstrates the existence of dark matter via
gravitational e↵ects on astrophysical scales. Numerous experiments are currently running that are designed to detect dark matter through non-gravitational interactions
with standard model particles. These experiments are interested in one of three types
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of signals: indirect detection experiments such as Fermi and AMS look for the products of dark matter self-annihilation, collider experiments at the LHC look for dark
matter produced in proton-proton collisions, and direct detection experiments such
as CDMS and LUX look for ambient dark matter particles scattering o↵ of atoms in
terrestrial detectors.

1.3.1

Indirect detection

Indirect detection experiments look for the signature of dark matter particles annihilating to produce standard model particles. Satellites such as Fermi look for gamma
rays produced directly by annihilation or in a shower of secondary particles. Many
such searches examine data from dwarf spheriodal satellite galaxies (dSphs) in the
Milky Way, which are excellent places to look for annihilation products due to their
proximity to Earth, high dark matter densities, and lack of other gamma-ray producing processes.
One recent result examined the gamma ray emission from eight Milky Way dwarf
spheroidal galaxy candidates recently discovered by DES [56]. This result found no
significant excess of gamma rays in the dSphs considered, and sets strong limits on
the velocity-averaged annihilation cross section. These limits are shown in Figure 1.9
for annihilation to bb̄ (left) and ⌧ + ⌧

(right). The result from the eight DES candi-

date dSphs excludes the thermal relic cross section below masses of ⇠20 GeV/c 2 for

annihilation to bb̄ and ⌧ + ⌧ , and combined with results from other dSphs, excludes
the thermal relic cross section up to ⇠100 GeV/c 2 [57].

In addition, the cosmic ray experiment AMS is sensitive to dark matter annihilat-

ing to electrons and positrons. AMS and other cosmic ray experiments have observed
an excess of positrons above energies of 10 GeV/c 2 [58]. One possible explanation for
the rise in the positron fraction is the annihilation or decay of TeV-scale dark matter
particles. Such particles could annihilate to hadronic final states or leptons; positrons
would be produced by the decay of ⇡ + (hadronic final states), ⌧ + , or µ+ , or by direct
annihilation to e+ /e .
By modeling the expected astrophysical sources of e+ /e , as well as any potential
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Figure 1.9: 95% C.L. upper limits on the dark matter annihilation cross section for
annihilation to bb̄ (left) and ⌧ + ⌧ (right) from Fermi observations of DES dwarfspheroidal galaxy candidates [56]. Combined with earlier results, these limits exclude
the thermal relic cross section (thin dashed grey line) below masses of ⇠100 GeV/c 2 .
dark matter annihilation signal, physicists can look for possible annihilation signals in
the AMS positron data. Limits derived from this data place strong limits on the the
existence of dark matter with masses below ⇠300 GeV/c 2 and exclude the thermal
relic cross section by one to a few orders of magnitude at low mass, depending on the

annihilation final state [59]. These limits, as well as the limits from Fermi discussed
above, constrain thermal relic dark matter that annihilates to bb̄ or leptons, but they
do not limit alternate dark matter models such as asymmetric dark matter.
Other indirect searches have examined Fermi data from the galactic center, another astrophysical region with high dark matter density and therefore high probability of dark matter self-annihilation. These searches have found evidence for a
possible excess of gamma rays at low energies that may arise from dark matter particles with masses of ten to a few tens of GeV/c 2 [60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65]. However,
the backgrounds for the galactic center are more complicated than those of the dwarf
spheroidal galaxies, so such signals should be followed up on by analyses of many
dSph galaxies.
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Collider searches

Another method of searching for dark matter involves looking for evidence of its
production at colliders. Given enough energy, two quarks colliding at the LHC could
produce a pair of dark matter particles. Dark matter particles alone are expected to
produce no signal in detectors, so another particle or jet is required to tag such an
event. These searches are known as mono-X searches, since they look for events with
a single photon, jet, lepton, or other particle in coincidence with “missing” energy–
energy necessary to satisfy conservation of energy and momentum, but which does
not produce a signal in any of an experiment’s trackers or calorimeters.
Since dark matter interacts so weakly, a dark matter particle that is produced in a
particle collision will show up as missing energy and momentum in a detector. These
experiments look for dark matter by comparing the distribution of missing energy to
the expected backgrounds, which include interactions that produce neutrinos, or Wboson decays where the lepton escapes the detector without producing a signal. An
excess above the estimated backgrounds could be interpreted as a dark matter signal.
From the observed number of events, limits can be calculated on the interaction
strength between dark matter and quarks.
Figure 1.10 shows the limits on spin-independent dark matter interactions from
monophoton searches by ATLAS (left) and CMS (right) [67, 66], compared to recent
direct detection results. Mono-lepton searches yield results comparable within a few
orders of magnitude [68, 69]. These limits are more constraining than direct detection
limits at low masses, since direct detection is limited by thresholds for very low
mass particles. However, collider limits can be model-dependent, since they require
assumptions about the particle physics to translate a production rate in colliders to
a scattering rate in direct detection experiments.

1.3.3

Direct detection

Direct detection experiments look for the signatures of the rare interactions between
dark matter and the atoms in terrestrial detectors. A typical dark matter particle is
expected to produce a nuclear recoil with an energy of a few to a few tens of keV [70].
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Figure 1.10: Limits on spin-independent dark matter interactions from monophoton
searches by ATLAS (left, figure: [66]) and CMS (right, figure: [67]).

Because many types of WIMP-standard model interactions can produce a nuclear
recoil, direct detection provides a less model-dependent way of searching for dark
matter. The goal of direct detection experiments is to measure the energy deposited
by interactions in a detector and reduce the rate of non-dark matter (background)
events to near zero. When the expected background rates are near-zero, any observed
events in the detector can be interpreted as possible dark matter candidate events.
The observed number of candidate events and their associated energies can be used
to infer or constrain the dark matter scattering rate. Because this rate is dependent
on the dark matter mass and cross section, constraints on the scattering rate can
be translated to constraints on the dark matter mass and cross section. Section
1.4 contains a more detailed discussion of the di↵erential scattering rate and other
characteristics of the expected signal of dark matter interactions in direct detection
experiments.
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Backgrounds for direct searches
The challenge in direct detection experiments is to distinguish between the nuclear
recoil signature of dark matter and any other background events. Typical sources
of background include Compton-scattering photons, radioactive contamination of the
experimental setup, and cosmic-ray-induced particle showers. Experiments are designed to maximize the background-rejection capabilities using a combination of detector properties and external shielding.
Dark matter direct detection experiments are typically located deep underground
to shield against the high levels of cosmic radiation present at the surface, and often
feature additional shielding such as lead bricks or a water tank to further protect
the experiment. Neutrons produced by cosmic ray showers or radioactive processes
are particularly insidious because they also produce a nuclear recoil signal. As a
result, experiments typically employ additional shielding composed of materials such
as polyethylene, which moderate the energy of neutrons.
Experiments employ many other techniques to reduce background with the intent
to reduce the background levels to ⌧1 event. A common strategy is to use two

independent signals, such as ionization and scintillation or ionization and heat, to
distinguish between electron recoils and nuclear recoils. Liquid noble experiments
such as XENON and LUX use the ratio of ionization to scintillation to select nuclear
recoils, while semiconductor solid-state experiments such as CDMS use the ratio of
ionization to heat (phonons).
The location of an event within the detector is also a good indicator of the type of
interaction. Scatters that occur near the outer surfaces of a detector are more likely
to result from radioactive contamination on the surfaces of the detectors. In addition,
the energy collected from events near the surface may be reduced, biasing the ratios
used to discriminate between electron recoils and nuclear recoils. Determining the
position of every event allows experiments to define a “fiducial volume,” or the region
in the bulk of the detector where energy collection is good and background radioactive
decay events are rare.
Chapter 2 discusses in more detail how SuperCDMS uses shielding and data analysis techniques to reduce the background rates to near-zero levels.
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The neutrino floor
Another source of background that will become important for future direct detection
experiments is coherent neutrino scattering [71]. Neutrinos have many of the same
properties as dark matter particles and are abundantly produced in the Sun and by
supernovae. Because neutrinos, like dark matter, are weakly-interacting particles, it
is essentially impossible to shield against them. In addition, neutrinos are predicted
to scatter coherently o↵ nuclei, just as a hypothetical dark matter particle is expected
to do.
As a result, coherent neutrino scattering produces an irreducible background for
direct dark matter searches. Given a large enough detector volume and integration
time, a direct detection will see events from coherent neutrino scattering that cannot
be distinguished from dark matter on an event-by-event basis. The flux and energy
spectra for neutrino interactions is well-understood, so the rate of neutrino coherent
scattering in direct detection experiments can be straightforwardly computed [72].
The rate of neutrino interactions can be compared to the expected dark matter interaction rate (see Section 1.4 below) to find the approximate dark matter cross sections
below which it becomes difficult to improve the sensitivity of the experiment. This is
known as the “neutrino floor.”
Figure 1.11 shows the neutrino floor as a function of WIMP mass, compared to
recent direct detection results. The thick orange line shows the mass and cross section
at which the rate of neutrino and dark matter interactions is approximately equal.
An experiment that is sensitive to dark matter with properties along the line will see
⇠1 neutrino event. The next generation (G2) dark matter experiments are likely to

observe 8 B coherent neutrino scattering, and the G2 experiments will come within
approximately an order of magnitude of the di↵use supernova background (DSNB)
and atmospheric neutrino floor above > 1GeV/c 2 .
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Figure 1.11: WIMP discovery limit (“neutrino floor”) compared with recent direct
detection results [71, 73].

1.4

Direct detection signals

The ultimate goal of dark matter direct detection experiments is to use the observed
number of events and their energies to infer an event rate and energy spectrum.
From this spectrum, the dark matter parameters of interest (mass and scattering
cross section) can be extracted.

1.4.1

Standard halo model and spin-independent interaction

The expected event rate for a dark matter particle with a given mass and cross section
interacting with a terrestrial detector can be calculated with a few basic assumptions
[74]. The di↵erential particle density for dark matter is
dn = n0 f (~v , ~vE )d3 v

(1.1)
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R vesc
0

dn. Here, n0 is the mean dark matter number

density (= ⇢0 /m ), ~v is the velocity of the dark matter particle incident upon the
target nucleus, ~vE is the velocity of Earth relative to the dark matter distribution,
and vesc is the local galactic escape velocity.
Typically experiments assume the simplest Maxwellian velocity distribution
1
f (~v , ~vE ) = exp
k



(~v + ~vE )2
,
v02

(1.2)

where the constant k ensures that the distribution integrates to unity.
Using the di↵erential number density, the event rate per unit mass is
NA
vdn
A

dR =

where NA is Avogadro’s number, A is the atomic mass of the target, and

(1.3)
is the

WIMP-nucleus cross section.
The di↵erential event rate (number of nuclear recoils per kg of detector per day
per keV of recoil energy) is [75]
dR
N A ⇢0
=
dER
Akm

Z

d
vf (~v , ~vE )d3 v
dER

(1.4)

For the coherent spin-independent interaction, the di↵erential cross section d /dER
can be simplified by considering quantities arising from two di↵erent physical e↵ects:
0,

the point-like WIMP-nucleus cross section, and F (q), an energy-dependent nuclear

form factor for spin-independent interactions.
d
0
= max F 2 (q)
dER
ER
Here, the momentum transfer is q =

p

(1.5)

2mN ER , and mN is the mass of the target

nucleus. It is common to choose the Helm parameterization of the form factor, which
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is related to the a Fourier transform of a hard sphere, with a skin depth:
j1 (qr0 )
F (q) = 3
exp
qr0



1 2 2
sq
2

(1.6)

where r0 is the nuclear radius, s is the skin depth and j1 (qr0 ) is the spherical Bessel
function of index 1. Additional form factors, which relate to nuclear properties such
as spin and angluar momentum, are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. A plot
of the form factor versus nuclear recoil energy for several common direct detection
targets is shown in Fig 1.12.

Figure 1.12: Nuclear form factor (Eqn. 1.6) for several common direct detection
targets.
From kinematic considerations, the nuclear recoil energy of a WIMP-nucleus collision is
ER =

µ2 2
v (1
mN

cos ✓)

where µ = m mN /(m + mN ) is the WIMP-nucleus reduced mass and ✓ is the
scattering angle in the center of mass frame. From this expression, the maximum
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recoil energy is ERmax = 2(µ2 /mN )v 2 . The di↵erential scattering rate then becomes
dR
N A ⇢0 0 m N 2
=
F (q)
dER
2Akm µ2

Z

The point-like WIMP-nucleus cross section
WIMP-nucleon cross section

SI

f (~v , ~vE ) 3
dv
v

(1.7)

is related to the spin-independent

0

(the quantity traditionally quoted by direct detection

experiments) by
0

=A

2

µ2
µ2nucleon

(1.8)

SI

where µnucleon is the WIMP-nucleon reduced mass. Note that this expression assumes
the WIMP interacts identically with neutrons and protons (that is, fn = fp ). If this
assumption is violated, the expression becomes

0

=

✓



fn
Z)
fp

Z + (A

◆2

µ2
µ2nucleon

(1.9)

SI

By tuning the ratio fn /fp , it is possible to significantly decrease the signal in certain
target elements, while leaving the signal in other targets relatively unchanged. In
particular, it has been noted that choosing fn /fp =

0.7 can partially reconcile

the tension between the CDMS II Si closed contour and the LUX and SuperCDMS
exclusion limits [76].
For the simplest Maxwellian velocity distribution, the integral over velocity can
p
be evaluated for vmin = q/(2µ) = mN ER /(2µ2 ) and vmax constrained by |~v + ~vE | 
vesc

Z

f (~v , ~vE ) 3
d v = 2⇡
v

Z

+1

d(cos ✓)
1

Z

vmax

ve

|v vE |2
2
v0

dv.

(1.10)

vmin

As discussed in [77], the bound |~v + ~vE |  vesc leads to the maximum WIMP velocity
as a function of scattering angle in the galactic rest frame:
vmax (✓gal ) =

q

2
vesc

vE2 (1

cos ✓gal )

vE cos ✓gal

(1.11)
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The integral in Eqn. 1.10 must be evaluated for three separate cases:
0 vmin  vesc

vE

vE vmin  vesc + vE

vesc

vesc + vE vmin  1
For the first case (0  vmin  vesc

vE ), the integral evaluates to

 ✓
◆
⇡ v0
vmin + vearth
erf
4 vearth
v0

p

For vesc

vmin

vearth
v0

◆

exp

✓

vE  vmin  vesc + vE , the integral evaluates to

 ✓
◆
⇡ v0
vesc
erf
4 vearth
v0

p

erf

✓

erf

✓

vmin

vearth
v0

◆

vesc + vE vmin
exp
2vE

2
vesc
v02

◆

✓

2
vesc
v02

.

◆

,

and it evaluates to zero for vesc + vE  vmin  1.

A plot of the di↵erential recoil spectrum versus recoil energy for several common

direct detection targets and assuming standard astrophysical parameters is shown
in Fig 1.13 for a 10 and 100 GeV/c 2 WIMP, evaluated at parameters typical of our
galaxy (v0 = 220 km/s, vearth = 232 km/s and vesc = 544 km/s) [78]. For the
100 GeV/c 2 case, the e↵ects of the A2 enhancement of the rate are clear: the rate is
larger at energies of tens of keV for the heavier elements, germanium and xenon. For
the 10 GeV/c 2 case, kinematic considerations come into play: the maximum recoil
energy for a given WIMP mass and velocity becomes inversely proportional to the
nucleus mass for m ⌧ mN . As a result, the tail of the recoil spectrum extends to
higher recoil energies for the lighter elements, argon and silicon.

1.4.2

Alternate astrophysical models

As shown in [79, 80], N-body simulations are not always well described by the
Maxwellian velocity distribution. Consequently, alternate halo models have been
proposed. Several papers [81, 82] have also pointed out that it may be possible to
reconcile the tension between the CDMS-II Si result and XENON100’s exclusion limit
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Figure 1.13: Di↵erential recoil spectra for a 10 GeV/c 2 (left) and 100 GeV/c 2 WIMP
(right) with spin-independent cross section of 10 44 cm2 , assuming a local dark matter
density ⇢0 of 0.3 GeV/c2 /cm3 , a galactic escape velocity of 544 km/s, vE = 232 km/s,
and v0 = 220 km/s.
by choosing a WIMP velocity distribution other than the standard Maxwellian distribution. The proposed function, which is shown to fit the velocity distributions of
dark matter haloes in N-body simulations, is given in Eqn. 1.12.
f (v) = exp



v
v0

2
vesc

v2

p

(1.12)

This function goes smoothly to zero as the velocity goes to the escape velocity of
the galaxy, unlike the Maxwellian distribution, which requires an artificial cuto↵ at
v = vesc . This has the e↵ect of decreasing the rate in the tail of the distribution, as
shown in Fig. 1.14. This figure uses p = 2.7 and v0 /vesc = 0.6875 that correspond to
results from a simulation of a Milky Way-like galaxy that includes baryons [83]. For
this choice of v0 /vesc and p, this function falls o↵ faster than the standard Maxwellian
distribution. This di↵erence can significantly a↵ect the expected dark matter event
rate, especially for low-mass WIMPs for which experiments are only sensitive to the
high-velocity tail of the distribution. The values obtained from the Eris simulations
for the parameters of this alternate halo model are in the region of parameter space
that [82] demonstrates can possibly reconcile the tension between CDMS II Si [47]
and XENON100 [84]. However, this e↵ect cannot also account for the tension with
LUX [85] because of that experiment’s lower energy threshold.
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Figure 1.14: Expected dark matter recoil rate for standard halo model and alternate
model for an 8.6 GeV/c 2 WIMP with a cross section of 1.9⇥10 41 cm2 (the CDMS II
Si best-fit result).

1.4.3

Additional signatures of dark matter

In addition to the energy spectrum, dark matter has several additional signatures
that experiments can try to detect. Collaborations such as CoGeNT [45], DAMA
[44], and CDMS II [86] look for the annual modulation of the dark matter signal,
caused by the yearly change in velocity of the earth with respect to the dark matter
halo. The velocity of the earth as a function of time can be approximated


vE ' 232 + 15 cos 2⇡

t

152.5
km/s
365

(1.13)

where t is the time in days since January 1. As the velocity of the earth varies
with time, so does the integral over the dark matter velocity distribution in Eqn. 1.7,
producing slight variations in the di↵erential recoil spectrum. The e↵ect of the annual
modulation of the earth’s velocity on the resulting spectrum is shown in Fig 1.15 for
WIMPs of two di↵erent masses scattering in germanium. Around the month of June,
larger velocity of the earth has the e↵ect of increasing the relative velocity between
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WIMPs and the terrestrial detector, pushing larger numbers of particles above the
minimum velocity needed to produce a recoil of a given energy. The inverse is true
for months near December, when the velocity of the earth moving through the dark
matter halo is at its smallest.

Figure 1.15: Event rates for minimum (December), maximum (June), and mean earth
velocity for a 10 GeV (left) and 100 GeV (right) mass WIMP. The annual modulation
is more significant for the lower mass, where experiments are only sensitive to the tail
of the distribution.

For the CDMS II Si best-fit result, this leads to a small modulation in the event
rate in germanium over the course of a year, as shown in Fig 1.16. The total modulation rate above an assumed 2 keV threshold is shown in dark blue, and corresponds
to a modulation amplitude of ⇠0.15 counts/kg/day. When separated into 1-keV bins

similar to what was done for the CDMS II annual modulation analysis, the modulation rate becomes less than 0.05 counts/keV/day. A signal of this magnitude is
difficult to detect with current experiments, but it may become clearer with the larger
exposures of the G2 experiments.
Dark matter is also expected to exhibit a directional signature due to the movement of the solar system through the dark matter halo. Detecting this signal requires
measuring the energy of an interaction as well as reconstructing its three-dimensional
track [87]. Collaborations such as DRIFT [88, 89], DMTPC [90], and MIMAC [91] use
time-projection chambers to reconstruct the initial direction of a recoil. Directional
signals of dark matter also provide a way to discriminate against coherent neutrino
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Figure 1.16: Integrated count rate as a function of time for the CDMS II best-fit Si
result in several energy bins.
scattering [92], since dark matter appears to come from the constellation Cygnus,
while the highest flux of coherently-scattering neutrinos comes from the sun. However, current directional detection technologies are difficult to scale to the ton-years
of exposure needed to reach the neutrino floor.

Chapter 2
SuperCDMS at the Soudan
Underground Laboratory
SuperCDMS Soudan, an upgrade of the Cryogenic Dark Matter Search (CDMS II), is
operating 15 germanium detectors in the Soudan Underground Laboratory to search
for rare interactions between dark matter and normal matter. SuperCDMS Soudan
uses the same shielding, electronics, and cryogenic infrastructure as CDMS II [93].

Figure 2.1: The sign that greets visitors to the level of the physics halls, complete
with one of the lab’s ubiquitous bats.
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The Soudan Underground Laboratory

The Soudan Underground Laboratory is situated in northern Minnesota, in a former
iron mine in the community of Soudan. The mine’s large rock overburden and stable
infrastructure provided an excellent location for experiments that require very low
background rates, beginning with the Soudan proton decay experiments in the 1980s
and continuing to MINOS, CoGeNT, and CDMS today. The current physics halls
are located on level 27, nearly half a mile below the surface. Visitors to the lab are
reminded of the depth when stepping o↵ the hoist cage by the sign in Fig. 2.1.
Soudan is one of a number of underground physics facilities operating worldwide.
These labs, used for experiments looking for rare events such as dark matter and
neutrino interactions, are often built in mines or under large mountains to reduce the
rate of cosmic ray interactions that could mimic the desired signals. The large rock
overburdens of these labs significantly reduces the flux of cosmic ray muons, as shown
in Fig. 2.2. For the Soudan Underground Lab, at a depth of 780 meters (or 2090
meters water equivalent), the surface muon flux is reduced by a factor of 5 ⇥ 104 .

Figure 2.2: Muon flux versus depth for various underground laboratories.
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The physics lab at Soudan consists of two large caverns: one to house the large
MINOS far detector, and one to house CDMS and several smaller experiments. To
support the full-time sta↵ and rotating CDMS shift crew, the halls also contain most
of the amenities needed to support 10-hour days underground, including office space,
a fully-functional kitchen, and a ping-pong table. While on shift, a CDMS scientist
is typically responsible for controlling the data acquisition system and performing
calibrations, in addition to monitoring the cryogenics and trouble-shooting problems
as necessary.

2.2

SuperCDMS at Soudan

The CDMS experiment is located within an RF-shielded clean room (the RF room) to
protect the detectors from radiogenic contamination. To provide additional protection
beyond the clean environment of the RF room, shielding was constructed around the
vacuum cans that contain the detectors to reduce the rate of background interactions,
as shown in Fig. 2.3. This shielding consists of several layers: an active muon veto,
which can be used to reject events that are coincident with a signal in the veto panels,
a layer of polyethylene shielding, two layers of lead shielding, followed by an inner
layer of polyethylene. The polyethylene moderates low-energy neutrons produced in
radioactive decays to energies below detection threshold. Inside the first layer of
polyethylene is a layer of lead shielding, the inner 4.5 cm of which is ancient lead
recovered from a sunken ship near Nantes, France. A second layer of polyethylene
inside the lead shielding provides further neutron moderation.
Within the multiple layers of shielding lies the CDMS “icebox,” the volume kept
cold by the Oxford Instruments dilution refrigerator. The icebox consists of six nested
copper cans, which provide a small amount of additional shielding. The copper used
in the icebox was screened to ensure low levels of radioactivity. The copper cans and
contents of the icebox are thermally connected to the fridge via the cold stem, but
are isolated from any cryogens or radioactive materials in the fridge itself.
The 15 germanium detectors contained within the icebox are kept at a temperature
of ⇠50 mK by the dilution refrigerator during normal data-taking. CDMS detectors
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Figure 2.3: SuperCDMS shielding and muon veto.

consist of 1-inch thick, 3-inch diameter cylindrical germanium crystals with sensors
patterned on the flat faces using photolithography. These detectors are stacked in
groups of 3 to form 5 towers, as shown in Fig. 2.4, left. Detectors are labeled by
tower number and position within the tower, e.g. T4Z1 is the top detector in tower
4. The sensors on the top and bottom faces of the crystals are separated into four
phonon sensors and two charge sensors per side, as shown in Fig. 2.4, right. The
phonon sensors are labeled A (outer guard ring sensor) and B through D (three inner
channels) for each side, while the charge sensors are labeled by inner (QI) and outer
(QO) for each side.
During the course of commissioning the detectors and subsequent operations,
shorts were discovered on the phonon or charge channels for several detectors. These
shorts are monitored throughout the course of the run by periodic continuity checks
known as FEDUP checks (possibly because the shifters responsible for performing the
checks quickly become fed up with the process of moving readout cables to and from
the electronics that perform the tests). Once a short is identified, it is noted within
the data processing software, and the subsequent calibration and data analysis also
attempts to account for the e↵ects of the short. Chapter 4 of this thesis discusses
simulations used to study how one particular detector with a charge bias channel
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Figure 2.4: Left: SuperCDMS Soudan tower layout. Right: channel layout for a
SuperCDMS Soudan detector.

shorted to chassis ground behaved in the low-mass dark matter search discussed in
Chapter 3.

2.2.1

CDMS detector physics

When an interaction occurs in a CDMS detector, phonons and ionization are produced
as shown in Fig. 2.5. The charges are drifted towards readout sensors by applying a
bias of ±2V to electrodes on the top and bottom faces of the crystals. The electrons

propagate towards the top surface, biased at +2V, at an angle relative to the electric
field vector. This phenomena, due to the band structure of germanium, is wellunderstood both experimentally and theoretically [94]. The holes propagate along
the electric field lines to the bottom side of the detector, biased at

2V.

As the charges propagate through the electric field, they produce additional Luke
phonons in an amount proportional to the number of electron-hole pairs and the bias
voltage of the crystal [95]. The total phonon energy measured by the detectors is
then the sum of the recoil energy (the prompt phonons) and the Luke contribution
for an event:


Etot = Erecoil + ELuke = Erecoil + neh eVb = Erecoil 1 + Y

eVb
✏

(2.1)

where EQ = ✏neh , Erecoil = Y EQ , and ✏ = 3 eV is the energy to produce a single
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Figure 2.5: Cartoon of the physics processes that occur in a CDMS detector. An
interaction produces ionization and prompt phonons. As the charges drift across the
crystal, additional Luke phonons are produced.

electron-hole pair. The measurement of both the total phonon energy and the charge
energy EQ determines the recoil energy of each event independent of recoil type.
The primary means of discriminating between signal (bulk nuclear recoils) and
background (electron recoils) is the ratio of charges to recoil energy, a quantity known
as yield (Y in the equation above). Electron recoils produce proportionally more
charge per keV of recoil energy than nuclear recoils. The charge signal is calibrated
to an electron-equivalent energy scale (keVee) so electron recoil events have yield
centered around unity. Nuclear recoil events, on the other hand, have yield typically
around 0.3. The separation between the nuclear recoil and electron recoil bands can
be seen in Fig. 2.6. The dashed green line shows the mean of the nuclear recoil band
(measured with neutron calibration data), while the solid green lines show the ±2

contours. The many- separation between nuclear recoils and electron recoils gives
CDMS excellent discrimination against electron recoil backgrounds.
There are numerous processes that can reduce the amount of charge collected in
the detectors. These processes are especially problematic for background electron
recoils, since reducing the amount of charge collected could move an event from
the electron recoil band to the nuclear recoil band, mimicking a signal. One cause
of reduced charge collection is edge e↵ects: charges can become trapped near the
edges of the detectors, preventing them from reaching the charge electrodes. Other
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Figure 2.6: Yield vs. recoil energy in a CDMS detector [96]. Blue points show bulk
electron recoils, while red points show events from a source that produces surface lead
recoils and other lead decay chain events. The nuclear recoil band is shown in green.

e↵ects near the detector surface, such as carriers di↵using into the wrong electrodes,
also contribute to reduced charge collection. SuperCDMS detectors are designed
to account for these e↵ects, as discussed in subsection 2.2.2 below. In addition,
poor space-charge neutralization within the crystals, where impurities in the crystals
maintain a net charge, can act as traps for drifting charges at cryogenic temperatures
and low electric fields. This e↵ect is mitigated by routinely neutralizing the detectors
by flashing LEDs. The LED photons produce electron-hole pairs in the crystal, which
can neutralize the charged impurity sites, reducing the likelihood that a drifting charge
will become trapped. The LED flashes are included as an automated process in the
Soudan data-acquisition software: after the detectors have been in active data-taking
mode for several hours, data acquisition is paused for an LED flash.

2.2.2

iZIP detectors

The detectors currently being operated at Soudan, known as interleaved Z-sensitive
Ionization and Phonon detectors (iZIPs), are an improvement to the original ZIP technology used in CDMS II. The limiting background for CDMS II was events occurring
very near the surface of the detector, which su↵er from reduced charge collection. To
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mitigate these e↵ects, charge sensors (biased at ±2V), and phonon sensors (grounded)

were interleaved on both flat faces of the detector. (Contrast this with the CDMS II
detectors, which had phonon sensors on one side and charge sensors on the other.)
This interleaved design creates the electric field pattern seen in Fig. 2.7, left.

Figure 2.7: Left: Electric field geometry near the surface of an iZIP detector. Right:
Charge collection on side 2 vs. side 1 of a CDMS, determined by the iZIP electric field
geometry. A source of surface events was placed near side 1, producing the population
of red points with Side 2 Charge Collection consistent with zero. Bulk recoil events,
as determined by the dashed-line boundaries, are shown in blue.

For events that occur in the bulk of the detector (&1 mm away from detector face),
the electrons and holes will propagate to opposite faces of the detector, producing
approximately equal signals on both sides of the detector. In contrast, for events that
occur within ⇠1 mm of the surface, one sign of charge will propagate to the biased

electrode, while the opposite sign will be drawn to the grounded phonon electrode.
This will produce an asymmetric charge signal where charge is only recorded on one
face, as shown in Fig. 2.7, right. This asymmetry allows such surface events to be
clearly identified in the data. The iZIP design was shown to provide discrimination
against surface events at better than 1 part in 105 , corresponding to less than 1 event
in the planned SuperCDMS SNOLAB exposure [96].
In addition to using the electric field geometry to reject events that occur near
the flat surfaces of the detectors, the distribution of energy between sensors is used
to reject events that occur near the sidewalls of the detectors. Such events may be
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caused by decays from radiogenic contamination of the housings, and they may also
su↵er from reduced charge collection due to edge e↵ects in the electric field. The
“radial partition,” or ratio of energy collected in the outer channel to total energy
collected, is calculated independently for the two charge measurements (side 1 and
side 2) and the phonon signal. The majority of the energy for events that occur near
the sidewalls is typically collected in the outermost channel (QOS1/S2 or PAS1/S2
in Fig. 2.4, right). Therefore, the charge and phonon radial partitions can serve as a
second means of rejecting backgrounds.

2.2.3

Readout Electronics

The detector towers inside the icebox also contain the cold hardware and electronics
required to operate the detectors, as well as the heat-sinking and wiring to bring
the signals to room temperature. SuperCDMS uses the same readout electronics as
CDMS II: field e↵ect transistors (FETs) to read out the charge signals and superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) to read out the phonon signals, one
for each charge and phonon channel. The electronics cards containing the FETs are
weakly heat-sunk to the 4K temperature stage, though they self-heat to a temperature
of ⇠130K. The electronic noise in the FETs is a significant factor in determining the

detection threshold for SuperCDMS Soudan, so SuperCDMS SNOLAB plans to use
High Electron-Mobility Transistors (HEMTs), which can be operated at significantly
lower temperatures. A brief characterization study of some of the SNOLAB HEMTs
is discussed in Appendix C.
The phonon signals are read out by SQUIDs operated at 600 mK. Each SQUID
reads out the current from one phonon channel, which consists of arrays of quasiparticleassisted electrothermal-feedback transition-edge sensors (QETs) in parallel. A single
QET from a Soudan detector is shown in Fig. 2.8. Each QET consists of a micronwide tungsten transition edge sensor (TES) connected to aluminum collection fins.
A phonon absorbed in the superconducting aluminum fins will break a Cooper pair,
creating quasiparticles, some of which absorb into the TES. This heats up the TES,
which is held stable in its superconducting-to-normal transition by an electrothermal
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feedback process [97]. The TES is held at a constant voltage, so as it heats up and
its resistance changes, the resulting change in the current is read out by the SQUIDs.

Figure 2.8: QET on the face of a SuperCDMS detector. The dark region is the
detector substrate, the light region is the aluminum fins, and the thin red lines show
the tungsten TES.

The signals are carried to the room temperature electronics by striplines that pass
through the electronics stem to connect with the front-end boards (FEBs), which are
located inside the RF room. These boards contain electronics to control the LED
flash mode, the cold electronics, and detector settings such as bias voltages for the
channels, as well as to amplify the signals. The signals are then brought outside the
RF room to the electronics room on the level immediately above the RF room.
The electronics room contains the DAQ control computer, as well as the remaining readout electronics, including the trigger electronics. The signals from the FEB
boards are received by the receiver-trigger-filter (RTF) boards, which generate the
trigger input signals. Since the RTF boards were originially designed for CDMS II but
SuperCDMS Soudan detectors have twice as many channels, each RTF board monitors the incoming signals from half the channels of one detector. The RTF board
applies a band-pass filter to the analog signal, creates total phonon and charge pulses
by summing the 4 individual phonon or 2 charge channels, and determines if a trigger
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was issued by comparing the signals with externally-defined thresholds. For the lowmass WIMP search discussed in Chapter 3, the RTF boards for the best-performing
detectors underwent CROW (CDMS RTF optimization work) modifications to optimize the band-pass filters in order to improve the signal to noise of the filtered pulse,
with the goal of lowering trigger thresholds. The pulses that are filtered by the RTF
boards are then passed to a Struck digitizer. The detector signals are digitized by
taking 2048 samples (one every 0.8 µs) for each charge channel and 4096 samples (one
every 1.6 µs) for each phonon channel (the phonon pulses have significantly longer fall
times than the charge pulses).
The global trigger condition for events in the iZIP detectors is determined by a
trigger logic boards (TLB), which determines whether and when to issue a global
trigger. For most fully-functional detectors, a global trigger is issued if one of a
detector’s two trigger boards has a phonon signal that crosses threshold (the logical
OR of the two boards). However, for a few detectors with particularly noisy channels,
a global trigger is only issued when both of a detector’s trigger boards have a phonon
signal that crosses threshold (the logical AND of the two boards).
The RTF boards have convenient lights that blink whenever a trigger is issued,
aiding CDMS onsite shifters in tuning the trigger thresholds if necessary. Throughout data-taking at Soudan, occasional periods of bursty trigger behavior occurred
because of changes to the noise environment. Much of this problematic data could be
removed at the software level after data processing, but these trigger bursts can also
be controlled by raising trigger thresholds. This is usually accomplished by a shifter
going into the electronics room, adjusting the trigger thresholds using the DAQ control computer, and monitoring the rate reported by the blinking lights and the DAQ
monitor computer until they subside to the desired trigger rate.

2.2.4

Data processing

After the raw digitized pulses are brought to the surface, they are processed through
the CDMS reconstruction software known as cdmsbats. This software package contains all the algorithms necessary to produced reduced CDMS data, which consists
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of a large number of events, each with series of features including energy estimators,
yield, and energy partitions.
At the heart of cdmsbats is an algorithm known as the optimal filter, which fits
each pulse to a pre-determined template in the frequency domain to determine the
pulse height and time o↵set. This algorithm is covered in detail in the appendices
of Sunil Golwala and Je↵ Filippini’s theses [98, 99], so I will only discuss the basics
here.
We would like to find the best-fit amplitude a for the signal
s(t) = n(t) + aT (t)

(2.2)

where s(t) is the measured signal in the time-domain, n(t) is the noise, and T (t) is
a fitting template normalized to 1. These templates are determined by averaging
together a large number of pulses from bulk electron recoil calibration events and
then normalizing the averaged pulse to unity. This procedure is performed for each
detector separately to account for detector-to-detector variations in the pulse shape.
Several additional pulse shapes were defined to match other abnormal pulse shapes in
order to remove non-physics events caused by glitches and low-frequency noise from
the data. Appendix A discusses the development of the low-frequency noise optimal
filter template and subsequent selection criteria.
Fits are often performed by minimizing the

2

, which a measure of the signal’s

deviation from the expected shape. The CDMS optimal filter performs this fit in
the frequency domain, since the noise spectrum n(t) in the denominator of the timedomain

2

is typically correlated in time. The optimal filter minimizes the discrete

frequency-domain

2

2

=

X S̃n
n

aT̃n

J(fn )

2

(2.3)

where S̃n is the frequency-domain signal (consisting of a pulse plus noise), a is the
amplitude of the pulse, T̃n is the frequency-domain pulse fitting template (assumed
to be normalized to unity), and Jn is the noise power spectrum. Minimizing the

2
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to find the best-fit amplitude â gives
P

T̃n⇤ S̃n
Jn
P |T̃n |2
n Jn

â =

n

(2.4)

⌘ T̃n⇤/Jn to the signal, hence the

This can be thought of as the application of a filter

name “optimal filter.” This filter de-weights the bins that have high noise, leaving
the other bins relatively unchanged.
In addition to the amplitude, the time shift of the pulse must be estimated since
the exact start time of the pulse varies between traces. In this case, the template is
2

shifted by a time o↵set t0 in the

2

=

expression of Eqn. 2.3:

X S̃n

ae

2⇡it0 fn

T̃n

2

,

J(fn )

n

(2.5)

which yields a best-fit amplitude of
â =

P

e2⇡it0 fn T̃n⇤ S̃n
Jn
P |T̃n |2
n Jn

n

(2.6)

The time-shift can also be determined by minimizing the
t0 . The expression

@

2

, this time with respect to

2

/@t0 is a nonlinear equation with no analytic solution; however,

by taking the derivative of â with respect to t0 , we find that

@

2

/@t0 /

@â/@t0 .

Thus,

the best-fit value of t0 is that which maximizes the amplitude â(t0 ).

Modifications to the optimal filter algorithm were developed specifically to account for cross-talk between charge channels on the detectors, caused by the mutual
capacitance of the electrodes. Additional templates TIx and TOx are constructed that
match the expected crosstalk shape in the inner and outer channels. The expression
for the signal in a given channel then can be formulated as a 2⇥2 matrix equation:
"

sI
sO

#

=

"

TI

TIx

TOx TO

#"

aI
aO

#

+

"

nI
nO

#

(2.7)
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is then a function of two parameters aI and aO , and the best-fit values for

these amplitudes can be found via a matrix generalization of Eqn. 2.6. In addition,
the optimal filter delays for the charge pulses on the two sides of the detector were
constrained to be within 2 µs of each other. The cross-talk optimal filter and the
time-delay constraint could be turned o↵ in the case of detectors with known charge
problems.
Because the shape of the phonon pulses is dependent upon event location, another
type of optimal filter was developed that accounts for this additional dependence.
This algorithm, called the non-stationary optimal filter, treats the position-dependent
part of the pulse (primarily the first ⇠100 µs) as a source of non-stationary noise.
In this case, the power spectrum J(fn ) becomes a covariance matrix because of the

frequency-frequency correlations in the non-stationary position dependent part of the
pulse. This covariance matrix is calculated by subtracting the phonon pulse template
from a number of phonon pulses (Fig. 2.9, left), producing a number of residual spiky
pulses (Fig. 2.9, right). The variance and covariance of these spiky residual pulses
is used in the power spectrum calculation. For the short timescales of the positiondependent spike in the pulse, the amplitude in the corresponding frequency bin is
large, de-weighting those bins in the

2

, therefore mitigating the position-dependence

in the pulse and improving the resolution. This algorithm is slow because it requires
inverting a large matrix, so it is applied only to the total phonon pulse and only above
an energy threshold.
CDMSbats also contains other data-processing algorithms. These include the
RTFT walk, which measures the rise times and fall times of the pulses, as well as a
time-domain phonon pulse fitting algorithm and a multiple-template optimal filter.
After running the optimal filter and other data-processing algorithms, the data is
calibrated as described in subsection 2.2.5 below. From the calibrated data, the
software calculates additional calibrated reduced quantities, such as the yield and
energy partitions, for each event.
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Figure 2.9: Left: Sample of phonon pulses for T1Z1 (colored traces) and phonon pulse
template (black) constructed by averaging. Right: Position-dependent residual traces
for T1Z1, constructed by subtracting the phonon template from individual phonon
pulses. The covariance of these residuals is used in the non-stationary optimal filter.
[Figure: Yohan Ricci]

2.2.5

Calibration

The detector response is calibrated periodically by means of external radioactive
sources. Two tubes were constructed to allow sources to pass through the shielding,
one near the electronics stem and one near the cold stem. It is the job of onsite
scientists to insert and remove the sources, which are on the end of long flexible wires,
from the experiment (occasionally in strange circumstances, as in summer 2012, when
the AC power to the RF room was temporarily cut following the discovery that the
AC filter was producing high noise in the detectors, leaving the room in complete
darkness).
Electron recoil calibration was performed using a
coil calibration was performed using a

252

133

Ba

source, and nuclear re-

Cf neutron source. Since the

133

Ba data is

also used to assess the trigger thresholds and stability of the detectors, approximately
15 hours of barium calibration data are taken per week. On the other hand,

252

Cf

calibrations are performed for several days straight once every few months since neutrons can activate the germanium crystals, which leads to higher event rates as the
activated isotopes decay by electron capture.
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Calibration of CDMS detectors is a multi-step process, beginning with the overall
charge calibration.

133

Ba produces several distinct gamma-ray lines as it decays,

including 276 keV, 303 keV, 356 keV, and 384 keV. Many of these lines are detectable
in CDMS detectors and can be used for calibration. For the purposes of calibrating
the charge channels, the voltage bias was set so that holes were collected on the
side being calibrated. This was done to avoid the inherent smearing e↵ects from
the oblique propagation of electrons in germanium: due to the angle of propagation,
many more events with energy shared between the inner and outer channel are found
for the side that collects electrons.

Figure 2.10: Charge calibration procedure for inner-channel events. [figure: Adam
Anderson]

Figure 2.10 demonstrates the algorithm for calibrating the inner charge channel.
Once the height of the uncalibrated pulses are calculated for barium calibration data
using the optimum filter, a histogram of the uncalibrated charge energy is constructed
for the inner charge channel of the side being calibrated, and the peaks are identified
by eye. (Note that the 356 keV line is typically visible in all detectors, but the other
lines are not always identifiable above the broad continuum.) The data in the region
around the peak is binned and fit to a functional form that is the sum of a linear
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background and skew Gaussian. The position of the peak is determined by finding the
maximum of the best-fit function, and the calibration constant for the inner channel
is determined by fitting the peak positions to a linear function.

Figure 2.11: Charge calibration procedure for outer-channel and shared events. [figure: Adam Anderson]

To determine the outer channel calibration, the band of 356 keV events with
energy shared between the inner and outer channels is identified by eye, as shown in
the upper left quadrant of Fig. 2.11. A number of points are selected in this band,
and fit to a line. Then, the band of events shared between inner and outer channels
(blue box in Fig. 2.11, upper left) is re-fit by computing the distance to this line and
placing data into 5 bins in inner-channel energy. The baseline of the distribution
is subtracted for each bin, and the mean of the distribution is found. The band of
shared events is then re-fit using the new estimated means. Finally, the shared events
are fit to a linear function constrained to pass through 356 keV, and the result is
extrapolated to the outer channel axis to yield the outer-channel calibration.
Prior to performing the absolute phonon calibration, a relative calibration must
be applied to the eight phonon channels. We expect the falling exponential behavior
of the pulses for each of the eight channels to be identical since the distribution of
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athermal phonons is uniform in the crystal after several hundred µs, so the power
absorbed in each channel is identical. The relative calibration is accomplished by
fitting the late-time portion of the trace (800 µs after the trigger to the end of the
trace) to an exponential decay plus a constant. The integral of the exponential fit
function is computed for each channel, and it is subsequently normalized to one
reference channel via a least-squares fit.
Once the relative phonon calibration is applied, the total phonon pulse is constructed by summing the eight individual-channel pulses. The uncalibrated amplitude
is computed for the total phonon pulse using the non-stationary optimal filter, which
treats position-dependence in the rising edge of the pulse as an extra non-stationary
noise term. The expected total phonon energy for each barium calibration event is
computed according to Eqn. 2.1 using the calibrated charge quantities to estimate
the recoil energy and Luke phonon energy. This estimation of the total phonon energy is then fit versus the uncalibrated pulse height to determine the overall phonon
calibration. Since the phonon calibration was discovered to be sensitive to the base
temperature of the fridge on the order of a few percent, an additional correction was
applied to correct this dependence.
After the overall phonon and charge calibrations are applied, the charge energy
as a function of phonon energy is determined for nuclear and electron recoils (what
is referred to as the electron recoil and nuclear recoil “bands”). Electron recoil or
nuclear recoil calibration data is broken up into energy bins, and the median charge
energy in a bin is determined by fitting the binned data to a gaussian. The means
and standard deviations of the gaussians are then fit to an empirical functional of
Eqn. 2.8 form to determine the bands.
f (pt ) = ↵1 + ↵2 pt + 10↵3 ⇥ erf

h

pt i
10↵4

(2.8)

Figure 2.12 shows the nuclear recoil band resulting from the above procedure,
computed in units of mean charge energy versus total phonon energy (ptNF). The
measurement agrees with the theoretical Lindhard prediction (black) at high energies
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[100, 74], but di↵ers below total phonon energies of approximately 10 keV. The magenta points show the binned measurement, while the red curve shows the best fit to
the data using the charge model of Eqn. 2.8. A Markov-chain Monte Carlo, which
samples the parameter space of Eqn. 2.8, was used to understand the possible distributions of the parameters in the charge model, and the results from this sampling
are shown in shades of cyan.

Figure 2.12: Example nuclear recoil energy scale for detector T2Z2, measured using
252
Cf neutron calibration data. The cyan curves show MCMC samplings of the charge
model parameterization. [figure: Julien Billiard]

2.3

Recent CDMS results

CDMS II and SuperCDMS Soudan have produced a number of recent results relevant
to this thesis. The low thresholds of CDMS detectors yield excellent sensitivity to
low-mass dark matter, and CDMS has developed numerous techniques to improve its
sensitivity, including lowering the thresholds via Luke amplification (CDMSlite) and
modeling known backgrounds to perform a likelihood analysis. These results serve as
motivation for the low-mass WIMP search discussed in Chapter 3, since SuperCDMS
Soudan, with its low thresholds and excellent background discrimination, is wellpoised to confirm or extend exclusion limits and follow up on possible low-mass dark
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matter signals.

2.3.1

CDMS II Silicon

CDMS II used silicon detectors in addition to germanium detectors to search for dark
matter. Since silicon is a much lighter element than germanium, these detectors
provided an excellent means to follow up on potential low-mass dark matter signals
seen by DAMA [44], CoGeNT [45], and CRESST [46]. This result considered data
taken using the silicon detectors of CDMS II between July 2007 and September 2008,
for a total exposure of 23.4 kg-days [47].
Three candidate events were found in this dataset upon unblinding. These events
are shown in the discrimination space of yield versus timing parameter (used to identify surface events) in Fig. 2.13, left. The estimated backgrounds from surface events,
neutrons, and

206

Pb recoils for this dataset was less than one event, and the proba-

bility that these known backgrounds would produce 3 or more events was 5.4%. A
profile likelihood test indicates that the probability for the hypothesis that only includes the expected backgrounds is 0.19% when tested against a WIMP+background
hypothesis. The best-fit contours from this profile likelihood test are shown in blue
in Fig. 2.13, right.

2.3.2

CDMS II low-energy likelihood

A second result from CDMS II is a reanalysis of the original low-energy germanium
result [101] that uses likelihood analysis to e↵ectively subtract the known backgrounds
[102]. This analysis used simulation and calibration data to model the expected
backgrounds from Compton scatters and

210

Pb decay-chain events.

The original low-energy germanium analysis from CDMS II did not attempt a
background subtraction, instead opting to compare to the number of expected background events estimated from a portion of the dataset left unblinded. As a result,
the analysis included all observed candidate events when setting a limit, even though
these events could largely be explained by known backgrounds. A likelihood analysis,
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Figure 2.13: Left: Signal region and three candidate events from the CDMS II silicon result [47]. Right: Allowed region for the CDMS II silicon result (blue enclosed
region), with other contemporary results including CDMS II Ge (dashed maroon),
CRESST (enclosed magenta), and XENON100 (dash-dot green).

on the other hand, is expected to produce a stronger limit in the presence of wellmodeled backgrounds, since those backgrounds are e↵ectively subtracted out when
setting the limit.
The expected electron recoil and lead decay chain backgrounds were modeled using barium calibration data and Geant4 simulations, respectively. The fits showed
no significant evidence for a WIMP component, so an exclusion limit was calculated.
This limit is shown in black in Fig. 2.14. The result using likelihood techniques represents a significant improvement over the limit produced using the optimum interval
method with no background subtraction (thin magenta line).
This analysis demonstrates the efficacy of accurately modeling backgrounds. The
limit calculated from this likelihood analysis, which subtracts the known backgrounds,
produces approximately a factor of five improvement over the limit with no background subtraction. Future analyses will need robust background models to achieve
similar improvements in sensitivity, demonstrating the need for accurate detector
modeling like the work discussed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.14: Limit set by a likelihood analysis of CDMS II low-energy germanium data
(black) [101]. This limit is ⇠5 times stronger than the corresponding limit (magenta)
with no background subtraction. The deviation between the limit and the expected
sensitivity (green bands) is also seen in the multiples data, indicating that it is due
to an unaccounted-for systematic, not a WIMP component.

2.3.3

CDMSlite–a low ionization threshold experiment

A novel readout mode introduced for SuperCDMS Soudan is known as CDMSlite–a
low ionization threshold experiment [103]. This mode takes advantage of the Luke
e↵ect (outlined in Eqn. 2.1) to amplify very low-energy recoils above the total phonon
energy threshold by increasing the bias voltage on the detector from 4V to 70V.
However, this amplification comes at the expense of electron recoil/nuclear recoil
rejection, since at high voltages the phonon signal is simply proportional to the charge
signal.
To operate a Soudan detector in CDMSlite mode, a special adaptor electronics
board was created to hold one side at high voltage and allow the standard Soudan
electronics to measure total phonon energy using the other side. The operating bias
voltage was 69 V, leading to a gain of 24 for electron recoils with yield of 1. This gain
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gave a baseline resolution of 14 eVee (electron-equivalent) and a trigger threshold of
170 eVee .
A single 0.6-kg detector was operated for a total of 15.7 live-days (10.3 live-days
after removing periods of unstable gain or abnormal operation). The resulting spectra
is seen in Fig. 2.15, left. The K-shell (⇠10.4 keV) and L-shell (⇠1.3 keV) lines are
clearly identifiable in the spectra, with a relatively flat background in between.
The electron-equivalent energies were converted to nuclear recoil energies in order
to set a limit on WIMPs. Because the ionization yield is not measured in this readout
mode, the theoretical prediction from Lindhard was used to perform this calculation.
No background subtraction was performed, and the optimal interval method was
used to calculate the 90% C.L. upper limit, shown in black in Fig. 2.15, right. The
extremely low threshold achieved by Luke amplification leads to increased sensitivity
to low-mass WIMPs: this analysis produced limits that excluded previously-untested
regions of parameter space below WIMP masses of 6 GeV/c 2 .
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Figure 2.15: Left: Spectrum from CDMSlite Run 1, clearly displaying the K-shell
(⇠10.4 keV) and L-shell (⇠1.3 keV) activation lines. Right: Exclusion limits from
CDMSlite Run 1. [figure from [103]]

Chapter 3
Search for Low-Mass Dark Matter
with SuperCDMS Soudan
SuperCDMS is well-suited to searching for low-mass dark matter due to its low thresholds and excellent background discrimination. Most scatters from low-mass dark matter will have recoil energies of less than 10 keV, but CDMS detectors with thresholds
of a few keV will be sensitive to such small energies. This chapter discusses the search
for low-mass WIMPs performed using the data collected at Soudan between October
2012 and July 2013 with total phonon energy between 2 and 13.1 keV (⇠ 1.6

10 nu-

clear recoil equivalent energy (keVnr)). This data was taken using the seven detectors
with the lowest thresholds, for a total exposure of 577 kg-days [104].

3.1

Event selection criteria and background model
development

3.1.1

Selecting high-quality physics events

To perform a search for dark matter, we must first remove all events that would
be inconsistent with a dark matter particle scattering in the detectors. We remove
poorly-reconstructed events and events where multiple pulses occur during the readout window by placing a cut on the optimal filter
50

2

of charge and phonon pulses.
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As a second means of removing events with pileup or high noise, we require that the
standard deviation of the pre-pulse portion of each trace fall within 4 of the mean
of the distribution. In addition, we remove events with abnormal pulse shapes, such
as electronics glitches and low-frequency noise triggers, by considering the di↵erences
between the fit to the pulse template and specially-developed abnormal pulse templates. The development of the low-frequency noise templates and selection criteria
is discussed in further detail in the Appendix A. We also require that the phonon
pulse start time as determined by the optimal filter fitting algorithm did not fall near
the edges of the optimal filter time window, which is defined as the time range from
200 µs before the global trigger to 100 µs after the global trigger.
In addition to defining event-by-event selection criteria, we remove periods of
livetime associated with poor detector performance. We removed periods of time
when the base temperature of the fridge was too high or too low, which may have
a↵ected the detector calibration. The 20 days following neutron calibration were not
considered for WIMP-search analysis due to the elevated event rates from internal
activation lines. Since this search focuses on the low-energy region (near trigger
threshold), we only consider periods of time where the thresholds were stable. This
allows for sufficient calibration statistics that the threshold can be reliably estimated.
We also remove periods of abnormally high trigger rates or high charge noise. Finally,
we use two-sample Kolmogorov?Smirnov (KS) tests on a variety of phonon and charge
quantities to asses data quality and remove periods of poor quality.
We also remove from consideration events that deposit energy in multiple detectors within the trigger window, since the probability for a WIMP to scatter in
multiple detectors is negligible. We use timing information from the muon veto to remove events coincident with the veto, which may have been due to spurious neutrons
produced by cosmic rays. During the periods when the NuMI neutrino beam was on,
events within 200 µs of a beam dump are also removed from consideration, though
the probability of such an event originating from a neutrino scatter is small. We also
require that, for each event in a given detector, that detector must be the source of
the global trigger, i.e. for an event that occurred in T1Z1, T1Z1 must have issued a
trigger.
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Events that occur near the surface of the detectors tend to have reduced yield due
to charge trapping. Since low-yield events can leak into the signal region, especially
at the low energies considered in this analysis, we define a fiducial volume to remove
events that occur near the surfaces of the detectors. Separate criteria were defined
to remove events occurring near the flat surfaces and events occurring at high radius.
Figure 3.1, left, shows the definition of the surface event rejection criteria. Due to the
iZIP electric field geometry, events near the surface will record a charge signal on only
one side of the crystal, so we require that events fall in the symmetric x=y band in
this plot. Figure 3.1, right, shows the definition of the high-radius rejection criteria.
Events which deposit charge energy primarily in the outer guard electrode are rejected
because they su↵er from reduced charge collection. Both cuts were designed to pass
the low-energy random triggers taken to characterize the noise environment.

Figure 3.1: Fiducial volume selection for detector T2Z1. The surface event criteria is
shown on the left, and the radial criteria is shown on the right. Red events pass the
selection criteria, while black events fail the criteria. [Figure: Todd Doughty]

Finally, we require that events deposit charge energy consistent with a nuclear
recoil. The nuclear recoil bands were defined in the plane of charge energy (defined
as the mean charge collected on the two inner electrodes) versus total phonon energy,
as shown in Fig. 3.2. Californium neutron calibration data was binned in phonon
energy, and the data in each bin was fit to a gaussian. The mean, ±1 , and ±2
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contours were fit to the function
f (pt ) = ↵1 + ↵2 pt + 10↵3 ⇥ erf

h

pt i
10↵4

(3.1)

This function was chosen since it gives a linear relationship between charge and
phonons at high energies, as predicted by Lindhard. The resulting fits are shown
in Fig. 3.2. A 2 nuclear recoil band was used for the individually-tuned final event
selection method discussed below, while a 3 band was used for the other two methods
since they included tighter discrimination cuts on charge and phonon energy.

Figure 3.2: Nuclear recoil bands for detector T1Z1, defined using neutron calibration
data. [Figure: Julien Billard]

3.1.2

Background model development

We blind all data that may be consistent with a WIMP scatter in order to avoid bias
when setting discrimination quantities. All single-scatter events above threshold and
below 10 keVnr (13.1 keV total phonon energy) which were within the 3

nuclear

recoil band, were not coincident with the muon veto, and did not have abnormal
pulse shapes were blinded. Twenty days following the neutron calibration were also
left unblinded due to the high activation rates. As a result, it was necessary to create
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an independent model of the expected backgrounds to tune the final level of event
selection.
This model was created by selecting high-energy template events from barium
calibration or WIMP-search data and scaling them to the energies relevant to this
analysis. Events were selected for each detector to naturally account for the small
variation in energy collection and partitioning between detectors. Three types of
backgrounds were considered: electron recoils from low-energy gammas, high-radius
and surface events from the lead recoil chain, and L-shell germanium activation lines.
High-energy barium calibration events were used as templates for the low-energy
gammas, WIMP-search events which had low yield and deposited most of their energy
on one surface or in the outer electrode were used as templates for the lead 210
recoil chain, and K-shell germanium activation lines were used as templates for the
L-shell activation lines. Radiogenic and cosmogenic neutrons were assumed to be
sub-dominant and were not considered in the model.
The pulses from the selected template events were scaled to low energies and
summed with noise traces from Soudan. The resulting pulses were then run through
the standard CDMS reconstruction algorithms. Events were then weighted according
to the expected rate and exposure for this analysis. The electron recoil rate was scaled
to the rate of unblinded low-energy electron recoils. L-shell activation line events were
scaled to the rate of K-shell events since the two rates are directly proportional. The
lead decay chain was scaled to the expected number of events in the unblinded postCf data. Further detail on the background model and the event selection methods
can be found in Adam Anderson’s thesis [105].

3.1.3

Final event selection methods

Several methods were developed for the final level of selection criteria. Each one
used four discrimination variables to remove events that are more likely to come from
background, leaving only WIMP candidate events behind. These four variables were
the mean charge energy collected on the two inner electrodes, the total phonon energy,
the phonon z-partition (di↵erence between phonon energy collected on the top side
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Figure 3.3: Background model (lead = yellow, gammas = red, 1.3 keV line = blue)
[Figure: Adam Anderson]

and phonon energy collected on the bottom side, divided by the total phonon energy),
and the phonon r-partition (ratio of phonons collected in the outer phonon channel
to total phonon energy). The selection criteria were defined to specifically remove
three types of events: 1.3 keV activation line events, which can leak into the nuclear
recoil band, high-radius events, which tend to come from the lead decay chain, and
asymmetric surface events.
The first method for event selection featured three selection criteria that were
tuned serially against separate backgrounds. First, the nuclear recoil band was tightened to the 2 level, and a notch in the nuclear recoil band was defined to remove
the 1.3 keV line at the 3 level as defined by fits to the activation line in data taken
immediately following neutron calibration (Figure 3.4, left). The second selection
criteria was a cut on the phonon radial partition. This cut preferentially removes
events coming from lead decay chain events, which typically deposit energy near the
sidewall of the crystal. The cut was defined using the background model events from
the lead decay chain and neutron calibration data re-weighted to match the expected
energy spectrum of a 5, 7, 10, and 15 GeV/c 2 WIMP. The cut as a function of energy
can be seen in Fig. 3.4, center, for the 10 GeV/c 2 case. Events were required to pass
the logical OR of the criteria for the four WIMP masses. Finally, selection criteria
were defined to remove events near the flat surfaces of the detectors, which tend to
su↵er from reduced charge collection. This cut removes events with large positive or
negative phonon z-partition. A similar method to the radial cut was used to define
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these criteria, and events were required to pass the logical OR of the 5, 7, 10, and 15
GeV/c 2 WIMP mass criteria. The cut as a function of energy can be seen in Fig. 3.4,
right, for the 10 GeV/c 2 case. Events which passed the AND of the notched nuclear
recoil band, phonon radial cut, and phonon symmetry cut were considered candidate
events.

Figure 3.4: Serially-tuned event selection cuts. Notched nuclear recoil band (left),
phonon radial cut for a 10 GeV/c 2 WIMP (middle) [figure: Adam Anderson], and
phonon symmetry cut for a 10 GeV/c 2 WIMP (right) [figure: Brad Welliver]

A second method for final event selection used the same discrimination variables
as the serially-tuned cuts, but the selection criteria were optimized simultaneously
to maximize the expected sensitivity of the full exposure. Similar to the seriallytuned radial and symmetry cuts, selection criteria were defined using events from the
background model and neutron calibration data re-weighted to match the expected
WIMP spectrum for several WIMP masses. The cut boundaries in normalized charge
energy (distance from the mean of the nuclear recoil band in standard deviations),
phonon radial partition, and phonon z-partition are shown in Fig. 3.5.
The third method for final event selection was a boosted decision tree. This
method was trained using the events from the background model, as well as neutron calibration data rescaled to the expected dark matter recoil energy spectra to
model the expected signal. Four discrimination variables were used: the mean charge
energy collected on the two inner electrodes, the total phonon energy, the phonon
z-partition (di↵erence between phonon energy collected on the top side and phonon
energy collected on the bottom side), and the phonon r-partition (ratio of phonons
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Figure 3.5: Simultaneously-tuned event selection cuts on normalized charge energy
(left), phonon radial partition (middle), and phonon z-partition (right) as a function
of total phonon energy. [figure: Adam Anderson]

collected in the outer phonon channel to total phonon energy). Four separate BDTs
were trained against the expected signal for a 5, 7, 10, and 15 GeV/c 2 WIMP. Events
which passed any of the four BDTs were considered candidate events.
Figure 3.6 shows the output BDT score for the 10 GeV/c 2 WIMP BDT. The
boosted decision tree maps multivariate output to a single number between -1 and
+1, where -1 is completely background-like and +1 is completely signal-like. The
stacked colored histograms show the various background model components, the grey
histogram shows the expected signal from a 10 GeV/c 2 WIMP, and the black points
show the SuperCDMS data after applying the WIMP selection criteria discussed in
Section 3.1.1. As shown by the residuals in the figure, the background model is in
excellent agreement with the observed data after unblinding, with a p-value of 0.14
for this BDT. P-values for the other three BDTs range from 0.08 to 0.26.
Once the BDT scores were calculated, the boundary between signal events and
background must be determined. Two methods were used to determine this value:
optimizing the sensitivity of each detector individually, or optimizing the total sensitivity of all seven detectors simultaneously. The latter was chosen as the preferred
method since it is expected to provide better sensitivity. BDT score thresholds for
individual detectors fell between 0.24-0.37.
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of BDT scores for events in background model. Black points
show SuperCDMS data [104]. The corresponding uncertainty on the residuals is
shown in tan in the lower subplot.

3.2

Livetime estimates and final analysis efficiency

The expected number of WIMP events is proportional to the detector mass multiplied
by the live time spent waiting for an event to occur (a quantity known as exposure).
Since events which occurred during periods of poor detector performance were not
included in the analysis, the livetime associated with those bad periods was removed
from consideration using a series of cuts. Periods of bad operation include the 20 days
following californium calibration, when the event rate is elevated due to activation
of the detectors; periods of unstable fridge base temperature, which may a↵ect the
detector calibrations; periods of high noise as determined by KS tests; and periods
when the detector settings were not finalized. In addition, the livetime associated
with individual events with certain known issues was also removed. In particular, if
the pre-pulse baseline of an event was noisy, it is reasonable to expect that the livetime
before the event was also noisy, so the livetime from such events was not included
in the calculation. The total livetime was calculated on a detector-by-detector basis
by summing the time spent waiting for each event that passed all livetime selection
criteria. These values are shown in Table 3.1.
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Detector
T1Z1
T2Z1
T2Z2
T4Z2
T4Z3
T5Z2
T5Z3

Detector mass [g]
609.5
597.4
591.3
597.4
594.3
606.5
591.3
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Livetime [days]
129.4
136.4
134.4
143.8
138.5
133.8
131.7

Table 3.1: Detector masses and livetimes for this analysis, yielding a total exposure
of 577 kg-days.
The total analysis efficiency is shown in Fig. 3.7, weighted by the exposure of
each detector. The black curve shows the efficiency of the quality cuts such as pulseshape and

2

cuts which remove noisy or poorly reconstructed events. This efficiency

was measured using a simulation where experimental noise was added to the pulse
templates used in the fitting algorithms. This provided a selection of events with
known good pulse shape to determine the efficiency, which is simply the fraction
of good events which pass the quality cuts. The grey curve shows the quality cuts
plus trigger and threshold efficiencies, which were measured using barium calibration
events. The discrete jumps show where the thresholds for di↵erent detectors turn
on. The blue curve shows the efficiency of the preselection cuts, which include the
3 nuclear recoil band and charge fiducial volume cuts. This efficiency was measured
using high-quality neutron calibration data.
The final efficiency including the boosted decision tree cut is shown in red. Similar to the preselection cut efficiency, this was measured using neutron calibration
data from fission of

252

Cf. This data contains contamination from photons produced

during the fission process, and from neutrons which scatter multiple times in a single
detector. Multiple internal scatters can bias the efficiency measurement since WIMPs
are expected to only produce single-scatter nuclear recoils. As a result, both the preselection and BDT efficiencies needed to be corrected to account for these e↵ects. The
electron recoil subtraction was performed by normalizing barium calibration data
to the expected californium gamma rate and subtracting this scaled rate from the
overall number of

252

Cf events, while the multiple scatter correction was performed
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using Geant4 [106] simulations of californium interactions in SuperCDMS detectors.
68% confidence level uncertainties on the measurement and the gamma and multiple
scatter corrections are shown in the red band.
Due to limited statistics, the efficiencies of the preselection and BDT criteria were
measured in 1 keV bins, which produced non-physical discrete jumps at the bin edges.
Since the true efficiency is expected to be a continuous function of energy, a spline
was used to interpolate between the discrete bins, producing the smooth curves of
Fig. 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Analysis efficiency for 4 levels of cuts in this analysis [104].

3.3

Expected sensitivity for final event selection
methods

3.3.1

Energy scale for exclusion limits

Dark matter event rates are typically quoted as a function of nuclear recoil energy.
However, the quantity measured in CDMS detectors is the total phonon energy, which
is equal to the recoil energy plus the Luke phonon energy. Since there are uncertainties
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on the energy scale for nuclear recoils and therefore the number of Luke phonons
produced, we consider the total phonon energy of the candidate event, not the nuclear
recoil energy, when determining the exclusion limit. As a result, it is necessary to
compute the expected WIMP event rate as a function of total phonon energy. This
quantity is determined by a simple change of variables:
dR
dR dER
=
dpT
dER dpT
The quantity

dER
dpT

(3.2)

is determined for each detector individually using the charge model

of Eqn. 3.1. As discussed in Chapter ??, the uncertainty in the parameters of this
charge model was characterized using an MCMC. Samples of the parameter space
from the MCMC procedure were used to compute
theoretical

dR
dER

dER
,
dpT

which, combined with the

discussed in Section 1.4, give the spectrum as a function of total

phonon energy. The total rate is then the sum of the rate for each of the seven individual detectors, multiplied by that detector’s detection efficiency shown in Fig 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Final efficiency of all selection criteria for each of the seven detectors
included in this analysis.
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Sensitivity calculation

The optimum interval method [107, 108] was used to determine both the expected
sensitivity of the experiment and the final exclusion limit. The sensitivity and limit
calculations use the standard halo assumptions [74], with a WIMP mass density of
0.3 GeV/c2 /cm3 , most probable WIMP velocity of 220 km/s, mean circular velocity
of the Earth with respect to the galactic center of 232 km/s, galactic escape velocity
of 544 km/s, the Helm form factor, and a velocity distribution which correctly takes
into account the e↵ect of the Earth’s velocity on the escape-velocity cuto↵ [109].

Figure 3.9: Expected sensitivity of three analysis methods (from left to right:
individually-tuned cuts, simultaneously-tuned cuts, and boosted decision tree), with
68% and 95% statistical uncertainties shown by the blue bands. CDMS-II Si closed
contour in green, CDMSlite limit in yellow, LUX limit in magenta.

The expected sensitivity for each method was calculated prior to unblinding using
the background model developed to train the event selection criteria. Many independent realizations of the expected background were performed, and the resulting
sensitivity of each pseudo-experiment was determined in the method described above.
The 68% and 95% confidence level uncertainty bands on the expected sensitivity are
shown in shades of blue in Figure 3.9. Since the boosted decision tree provided the
best sensitivity, it was chosen as the primary analysis method.
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Candidate events and agreement with expected
backgrounds

Figure 3.10, left, shows the candidate events observed upon unblinding the data.
Events occurred in four of the seven detectors considered for this analysis. The eleven
candidate events occurred during normal periods of operation and were generally of
high quality, with the exception of the lowest-energy event, which had an abnormal
pulse shape. As shown in Fig. 3.10, right, the observed events were consistent with
the background expectation, with the exception of the three events observed in T5Z3.
The probability to observe at least 3 in T5Z3 events given the background expectation
4
of 0.13+0.06
0.04 is 4 ⇥ 10 , while p-values for the other six detectors range from 0.03 to

1. However, this detector has its outer ionization channel on side 1 shorted to chassis
ground. We believed that we had properly accounted for the e↵ects of the short in
the background model, but it is possible that the modified electric field near the short

may have a↵ected the analysis. Further studies of this e↵ect are discussed in chapter
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Figure 3.10: Left: Candidate events in this analysis. Events were consistent with
expected background, with the exception of the three high-energy events in detector
T5Z3 (yellow stars). Right: Expected backgrounds for each detector computed using
the pulse simulation background model, with observed candidate events shown in
black. [figure: Adam Anderson]

The dates, event energies, and which BDT (5, 7, 10, or 15 GeV/c 2 ) the event
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passed are listed in Table 3.2 for the eleven candidates in this analysis. As expected,
the low-energy events are more likely to pass the boosted decision tree trained to
select a 5 or 7 GeV/c 2 WIMP, since the lower the mass of the particle, the lower the
expected energy of an interaction. In addition, the three events on T5Z3 pass only the
15 GeV/c 2 selection criteria. This is because they are relatively high-energy events,
but it also indicates the 15 GeV/c 2 BDT should be the first line of investigation to
try to understand the source of these events.
Detector
T2Z1
T2Z1
T2Z2
T2Z2
T5Z2
T5Z2
T5Z2
T5Z2
T5Z3
T5Z3
T5Z3

Event date
May 5, 2013
June 19, 2013
November 6, 2012
February 23, 2013
October 5, 2012
November 21, 2012
June 15, 2013
June 27, 2013
October 12, 2012
February 23, 2013
April 24, 2013

Total phonon energy [keV]
2.30
2.41
2.09
3.24
7.18
2.15
3.56
2.76
9.79
11.99
8.74

Passed which BDTs?
5 GeV/c 2
5 GeV/c 2
5 GeV/c 2
7 GeV/c 2
7, 10, and 15 GeV/c 2
5 GeV/c 2
7 GeV/c 2
5 and 7 GeV/c 2
15 GeV/c 2
15 GeV/c 2
15 GeV/c 2

Table 3.2: Eleven candidate events observed in this analysis.

3.5
3.5.1

Exclusion limits
Limits on spin-independent and spin-dependent cross
sections

The result exclusion limit on the spin-independent cross section is shown in black in
Figure 3.11. The grey bands show 68% and 95% confidence level systematic uncertainties on the limit, resulting from propagating uncertainties in the fiducial volume
efficiency, nuclear recoil energy scale, and trigger efficiency. All uncertainties are uncorrelated across detectors except the systematic uncertainty of the fiducial-volume
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efficiency. The limit is consistent with the expected sensitivity of the analysis below WIMP masses of 10 GeV; above 10 GeV, the discrepancy is due to the three
high-energy events on T5Z3.

Figure 3.11: Limits from this analysis (black) with 68% and 95% CL systematic
uncertainties shown in gray. The pre-unblinding expected sensitivity in the absence
of a signal is shown as 68% (dark green) and 95% (light green) C.L. bands.

Aside from the SuperCDMS result in black, closed contours shown are CDMS II
Si [47] (blue, 90% C.L.), CoGeNT [45] (yellow, 90% C.L.), CRESST-II [46] (pink, 95%
C.L.), and DAMA/LIBRA [110] (tan, 90% C.L.). 90% C.L. exclusion limits shown are
CDMS II Ge [111] (dotted dark red ), CDMS II Ge low-threshold [101] (dashed-dotted
red ), CDMSlite [103] (solid dark red ), CDMS II low-energy likelihood [102] (dashed
dark red ), LUX [85] (solid green), XENON10 S2-only [112, 113] (dashed dark green),
EDELWEISS low-threshold [114] (dashed orange), and CRESST low-threshold (solid
pink ) [115]. Many of the closed contours are excluded at high confidence by the
SuperCDMS result. In particular, it is difficult to reconcile the SuperCDMS result
with the CoGeNT closed contour, since the two experiments both use germanium
as a target, so astrophysical and isospin violation arguments cannot account for the
discrepancy. This limit also excludes new regions of WIMP parameter space between
masses of 4 and 6 GeV.
In addition, we compute exclusion limits on spin-dependent scattering for pure
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Figure 3.12: Limits from this analysis (black) with 95% CL uncertainties shown in
gray for WIMP-neutron (left) and WIMP-proton (right) spin-dependent scattering.

WIMP-neutron and WIMP-proton interactions. The resulting limits are shown in
Figure 3.12 in black, with 68% and 95% CL systematic uncertainties shown in gray.
The SuperCDMS Soudan WIMP-neutron spin-dependent limits are competitive with
earlier limits from CDMS II Ge [111] (dashed dark red) and XENON100 [84] (dashed
dark green), and with the CDMSlite limits (solid dark red), and lead the field at
WIMP masses below ⇠6 GeV/c 2 . Since germanium has one isotope,

73

Ge, with an

unpaired neutron and a natural abundance of ⇠7% and no isotopes with an unpaired

proton, the limits on WIMP-proton scattering from this analysis are less stringent
than limits from experiments such as COUPP [116] (cyan band), SIMPLE [117] (dark
magenta), and PICASSO [118] (dark cyan), which use target elements that have
unpaired protons.
The limits in Fig. 3.12 use spin-dependent nuclear form factors for 73 Ge calculated
by Dimitrov et al [119]. To understand the systematics associated with this calculation, we also compute limits using a more recent calculation of the nuclear form factors
by Klos et al [120]. A comparison of the two calculations is shown in Figure 3.13.
At the momentum transfers relevant to this analysis (O(10MeV)), the neutron form
factors for the two calculations are nearly identical, and therefore the corresponding
exclusion limits di↵er by only a few percent, as seen in Fig. 3.13, right. However, the
Klos et al calculation of the proton form factor includes two-body currents, so protons
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never fully decouple from neutrons. As a result, the form factor at low momentum
transfer is significantly larger than the earlier Dimitrov et al calculation.

Figure 3.13: Comparison of WIMP-proton and WIMP-neutron form factors from
Dimitrov et al [119] and Klos et al [120] (left), and the resulting limits on WIMPneutron spin-dependent scattering (right).

3.5.2

Limits assuming an alternate halo model

To further understand the systematics associated with the dark matter assumptions that go into calculating the limit, we recompute the exclusion limit on spinindependent scattering using the alternate halo model discussed in chapter 5. A
comparison of limits calculated using the standard halo model (blue) to limits calculated the alternate distribution with two sets of model parameters (green, red) is
shown in Figure 3.14.
The green curves use values for p and v0 /vesc taken from a simulation of a Milky
Way-like galaxy that includes baryons. These parameters yield a di↵erential recoil
spectrum that is similar to the standard halo model (blue), though it falls o↵ faster,
especially in the tail of the distribution. This is because the alternate functional form
goes smoothly to zero at the escape velocity, while the standard halo model does
not. The resulting limit for these parameters agrees with the standard halo model
within the systematic uncertainties, except for at the very lowest masses, where only
the tail of the distribution is above threshold. For comparison, the red curve uses
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Figure 3.14: Left: Spin-independent limits, comparing the standard Maxwellian velocity distribution to the alternate halo model discussed in Chapter 5. Right: Di↵erential event rates for CDMS II Si best-fit result for the 3 halo models used in left-hand
plot.

values for p and v0 /vesc from a set of simulated halos that only include dark matter
particles. This choice of parameters produces a di↵erential recoil spectrum that falls
o↵ significantly faster, so the resulting limit is weaker over most of the mass range.
However, at the highest masses, where most of the recoil spectrum falls within the
energy range considered, the limits for all three sets of parameters agree to within
the uncertainties.

Chapter 4
Simulating the behavior of
detectors with shorted charge
channels
SuperCDMS has developed a detailed simulation [121] which includes all relevant detector and readout physics for the detectors currently running at Soudan. The CDMS
Detector Monte Carlo (DMC) can be used to study the behavior of SuperCDMS detectors, in particular the several detectors at Soudan that have cold hardware problems
that a↵ect their operation. Of particular interest are detectors have shorted charge
bias channels, which can modify the electric field in the crystal. One of the detectors
with a shorted bias channel is T5Z3, which saw unexpected events in the low-mass
WIMP search in Chapter 3, so we hope to understand the origin of these events using
the detector monte carlo.
Figure 4.1 shows a qualitative demonstration of the e↵ects of T5Z3’s modified
electric field. In a fully-functional detector, the holes (red) propagate directly along
the electric field lines, while the electrons propagate obliquely due to the band structure of germanium. However, in T5Z3, which has its outer charge electrode on the
top side shorted to chassis ground, there is a region at high radius that has very low
electric field. As a result, the electrons which would have been collected in the outer
electrode are directed to the inner electrode. In addition, fewer holes propagate to
69
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Figure 4.1: Transport of electrons (blue) and holes (red) in fully-functional CDMS
detector (left) and detector with QOS1 short (right). The bias voltage applied to
each channel is indicated in black.

the opposite surface due to increased trapping on the sidewall near the region of low
electric field.
Small-scale simulations like the one in Fig. 4.1 demonstrate that the shorted electric field in detector T5Z3 may have significantly a↵ected the analysis. To understand
how the short may have a↵ected the data in aggregate, simulations of large numbers
of DMC events must be performed. This chapter details the development of a Detector Monte Carlo based background model, the steps necessary to turn DMC output
into analyzable data, validation of the DMC against Soudan data, and several insights
from the DMC, including the e↵ects of the shorted charge channel on T5Z3.

4.1

Detector Monte Carlo-based background model

The primary goal of this simulation work is to reproduce the background model
from Chapter 3 using the detector monte carlo simulation. Each of the 7 detectors
was modeled separately in the DMC since several properties vary between detectors,
including FET pulse shape, phonon pulse fall time, and electric field configuration.
The two electric field configurations considered for this study are shown in Fig. 4.2:
the fully-functional field (left) and the T5Z3 field with its top outer electrode shorted
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to ground. The electric field files needed for the simulation were produced using
COMSOL. The charge electrodes were held at the proper bias voltages (±2 V for fullyfunctional electrodes, or 0 V for the shorted T5Z3 electrode), and the phonon sensors
were grounded, producing the scalloped pattern seen in the figure. The electric field
models used in this analysis also included the detector housings and DIBs (detector
interface boards), which were held at ground. Although they were not considered
for this study, additional electric field files featuring other arrangements of shorted
channels were produced for use with ongoing analyses of SuperCDMS Soudan data.

Figure 4.2: Electric field lines (red) and equipotentials (blue) for fully-functional
electric field (left) and T5Z3 (shorted QOS1) field

Several parameters in the phonon propagation simulation were tuned so the fall
times of the simulated TES pulses match the fall times of Soudan phonon pulses: the
aggregate parameter corresponding to the probability that a phonon is absorbed in
the aluminum fins, and the percentage of the detector surface covered by aluminum.
Since two iZIP designs with slightly di↵erent aluminum coverages were installed at
Soudan, the aluminum coverage was set to match the known coverage from the fabrication mask design for each detector. The major di↵erence in the masks was the
width of the charge electrodes: iZIP v4.4 had 8-micron-wide electrodes, corresponding to an aluminum coverage of 6.2%, while iZIP v5.0 had 40-micron-wide electrodes,
corresponding to an aluminum coverage of 7.5%. Since the rate of phonon absorption
is proportional to the aluminum coverage (more aluminum to absorb phonons means
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a faster absorption rate), we expect that the fall time of the phonon pulses should be
faster for the wide-electrode detectors operating at Soudan. This is clearly seen in
Fig. 4.3: the detectors with wide electrodes have total phonon pulse fall times that
are ⇠100 µs faster than the detectors with narrow electrodes.

Figure 4.3: Total phonon pulse fall times by Soudan detector. The separation between
wide-electrode (blue) and narrow-electrode (green) is clear, and needs to be accounted
for in the DMC.

In addition, the parameters of the TES simulations were set so that each of the
eight phonon channels had identical parameters including the transition temperature
and transition width. This was to ensure that the saturation point for each channel
was identical. Because the TES simulation assumes that all TESs in parallel in a
single channel heat up and cool together, local saturation of individual TESs is not
modeled in this simulation. As a result, the simulated TES pulses tend to be peakier
in the initial tens of microseconds than true pulses from Soudan. To account for this,
new phonon pulse templates were developed for DMC data using a similar algorithm
as the Soudan template generation. Simulated barium events with good signal-tonoise and that deposited energy at least 5 mm away from any detector surface were
summed and the peak normalized to unity. The resulting template for T1Z1 is shown
in Fig. 4.4 alongside the Soudan template for that detector. These templates were
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used to process the data to produce energy estimators and partitions, as discussed in
more detail in subsection 4.1.3.

Figure 4.4: Comparison between Soudan phonon template (orange-red) and DMC
phonon template (blue) for T1Z1.
The shape of the FET pulses is mainly governed by the readout electronics. The
DMC FET simulation does not attempt to a priori reproduce the FET pulse shapes,
instead calculating the expected amplitude of a pulse using the Ramo theorem [122]
and scaling pre-determined pulse shape templates to the desired amplitude. Detectorto-detector variations in the FET pulse shapes were taken into account by using the
detector-specific Soudan optimal filter fitting templates as pulse shape templates for
the FET simulations.

4.1.1

DMC input event types and energies

Several types of expected background events were simulated to correspond with the
pulse simulation used for the low-mass WIMP search discussed in Chapter 3. These
are:
• L-shell lines at 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 keV for activated isotopes of Zn, Ga, and Ge,
respectively
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• Barium calibration data, used for simulation validation and to model the lowenergy gamma background

•

210

•

210

Pb housing contamination data, including sidewall events from

and

210

206

210

Pb,

210

Bi,

Pb decays

Pb detector face contamination data, including surface events from
Bi, and

206

210

Pb,

Pb decays

The input files containing the event information (energy deposited, event type,
event location) were generated using Geant4 simulations of the Soudan barium sources
or contaminated housings or detectors. The two barium sources (inserted through
tubes near the cryo-stem and e-stem) were simulated separately, but the resulting
events were combined into a single input file. At the low energies considered in this
work, the spectrum is nearly flat since the gamma interactions in the crystals are
typically Compton scatters.
Figure 4.5 shows the lead decay chain energies and conversion probabilities considered in this work. The source of these types of interactions is plate-out of

222

Rn

onto the surfaces of detectors and housings during fabrication [123]. This decay chain
produces relatively low energy events that cannot penetrate deep into a detector.
As a result, the lead decay chain primarily produces surface events and zero-charge
events (events occurring near the sidewall of the detector). Since surface events and
sidewall events behave di↵erently in iZIP detectors, the lead decay chain events were
separated into events from contamination of the detector faces (which produce surface
events) and events from contamination of the detector housings (which produce zero
charge/sidewall events).
This work is concerned with e↵ects at low energy, so only events with total recoil
energy between 0.5 and 15 keV were simulated. For the barium simulations, each
detector simulated had a unique input file because the position of each detector
relative to the sources is di↵erent. The lead decay chain input is only dependent
upon the position of the detector within the stack, so separate files were used for
the top, middle, and bottom detectors in a tower. In addition, the ratio of 1.1, 1.2,
and 1.3 keV events was fixed for all detectors because a single input file was used for
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Figure 4.5: Lead decay chain energies and conversion probabilities.
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4.1.2

Formatting DMC output for processing
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After running the full DMC simulation, which includes the phonon and charge propagation simulation, the FET simulation, and the TES simulation, the readout pulses
needed to be formatted for processing through the standard CDMS analysis algorithms. The DMC produces TES and FET pulses with somewhat arbitrary units.
In order to use DMC pulses in the pulse simulation framework implemented for the
low-mass WIMP search, we must calibrate them to the same energy scale as Soudan
data. The pulses must also be resampled at the Soudan digitization rate. In addition,
the TES pulses require further formatting: the DC component of the current must be
subtracted o↵, and a relative calibration must be applied to the individual channels.
The calibration of the DMC pulses was performed similar to the manner used for
Soudan data as described in Section 2.2.5, though the DMC calibration is aided by
the a priori knowledge of the true recoil energy and interaction type for each event.
FET calibration for electron recoils
Electron recoils which occur in the bulk of the crystal have a yield of 1, that is
Echarge = Erecoil . Since the recoil energy is known a priori, we can fit a line to the
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uncalibrated FET energy vs. the recoil energy for electron recoils to determine the
calibration constants. This is performed in a manner outlined by the following figures.
First, a least-squares fit to the optimal filter template is performed for each charge
channel (QIS1, QOS1, QIS2, QOS2) to determine the uncalibrated FET energy for
an event. We then plot the side-summed charge energy (QIS# + QOS#) versus
the true recoil energy, as shown in Figure 4.6. There is a highly-populated band of
bulk events, but also a “haze” of events which have reduced charge collection. Before
fitting this data to determine the calibration constants, we remove all events with
input position under the outer channel or within 2 mm of the faces of the detector.
We also remove all events with uncalibrated FET energy near zero. This results in
the green points seen in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Uncalibrated FET energy versus input recoil energy for side 1 (left) and
side 2 (right). Blue points show all simulations run while green points show data after
removing events which we a priori expect to have poor charge collection.
After removing events which we a priori expect to have poor charge collection,
the remaining points are binned into 1 keV bins. The data in each bin was then fit to
a gaussian to determine the mean and standard deviation, shown by the red points
in Figure 4.7. The mean of each bin was then fit to a line which passes through zero,
resulting in the black line, which is used as the final calibration constant for that side.
The calibration constants for side 1 (electrons) and side 2 (holes) as determined
by the binned fit procedure are then used to determine the charge energy of the data
points for each side on an event-by-event basis. This preserves the charge trapping
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Figure 4.7: Uncalibrated FET energy versus input recoil energy with calibration fits
for side 1 (left) and side 2 (right). Data is binned into 1 keV bins and each bin is fit
to a gaussian, resulting in the red points. The error bars show the standard deviation
for each bin The means of all the gaussians are fit to a line, producing the black
result.
inherent to the DMC simulation. The resulting calibrated energy of the events is then
used in determining the total phonon energy.
FET calibration for other recoil types
Since the FET calibration procedure for electron recoils preserves the calibration
constants for later use, the FET calibration procedure for events other than electron
recoils uses the pre-determined constants. This preserves the charge trapping and
nuclear recoil energy scale as implemented in the DMC. As with the electron recoil
case, the calibrated energy of the events is used in determining the total phonon
energy.
For this work, the barium simulations were used to determine the calibration
constants on a detector-by-detector basis. These calibration constants were then
applied to the L-shell activation line data and the lead decay chain data to maintain
a consistent energy scale across all recoil types.
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TES pulse formatting and calibration
The TES pulses must also be formatted and calibrated. Again, the DMC calibration
procedure follows the basic logic of the Soudan calibration outlined in Section 2.2.5.
Figure 4.8 shows the steps of the formatting procedure used to produce pulses ready
to be calibrated. Raw TES simulation output is shown in Fig. 4.8. The raw pulses
are downward-going, with a non-zero DC baseline. CDMS fitting algorithms assume
that there is no DC component to the pulse, so it must be subtracted o↵. Subtracting
o↵ the DC component and inverting the pulse produces the figure in the center. As
in Soudan data, we expect the late-time tails of the pulses to have equal power, so a
relative calibration is applied. This is performed by integrating the tail of the pulse
and scaling all eight channels to the reference channel, again on an event-by-event
basis.

Figure 4.8: DC subtraction and relative calibration for simulated TES pulses.
After the DC component is subtracted from the individual TES pulses and the
relative calibration is applied, we construct the total phonon pulse by summing all
eight channels. This pulse is then calibrated on an event-by-event basis by determining the height of the uncalibrated pulse and multiplying by the scale factor necessary
to produce the expected energy. We scale to the total phonon energy, which is the
sum of the recoil energy and the energy of the Luke phonons produced as charges
propagate across the crystal:
Ptotal = Erecoil + ELuke = Erecoil +

Vb
Echarge
✏
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The recoil energy is given by the DMC input file, and the bias voltage is 4V. The
charge energy is calculated as above, though there are two choices for the total energy:
the maximum of the two sides, or the mean of the two sides. The mean charge energy
for the two sides provides a better estimate of the Luke energy for surface events,
where the e↵ective voltage seen by the charges is half of the total bias across the
crystal. Therefore, the mean charge energy is used to calculate the total phonon
energy.

4.1.3

Pulse simulation method and data processing

After formatting the pulses output by the simulation, they were processed through
cdmsbats using the infrastructure developed for the background model discussed in
Chapter 3. The calibrated DMC pulses were summed with random traces used to
characterize the Soudan noise environment to model the expected resolution e↵ects on
a detector-by-detector basis. Then, the DMC pulse with added noise is run through
the standard CDMS reconstruction algorithms.
For the purposes of this study, the noise used for the pulse simulation was sampled
from a short range of dates during the first half of June 2013. A short range of dates
was chosen to minimize systematics caused by changes to the noise environment.
However, future work should use noise sampled from the full data-taking period to
understand the systematic variation with time and to provide a better comparison
between DMC and the data-driven pulse simulation discussed in Chapter 3.
Because of the di↵erences in phonon pulse shape between the detector monte carlo
and Soudan, new DMC-specific phonon energy and partition quantities that use the
DMC phonon template in Fig. 4.4 were implemented in the CDMS data-processing
code. Since the DMC phonon templates are a better fit to the DMC pulse shapes,
the new phonon energy and partition quantities provide better estimates of the true
energy. This e↵ect is demonstrated in Fig. 4.9, which shows a histogram of the total
phonon energy for T1Z1 as determined by fits to the Soudan phonon template (cyan)
and DMC phonon template (blue). Using Eqn. 2.1 with yield of 1 and voltage bias of
4V, we expect the peak of the distribution to occur around (1 + 4/3) ⇥ 1.3 ' 3 keV for
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electron recoils with good energy collection. The blue histogram is centered around
this value, while the cyan histogram is centered at a lower value because the peakiness
of the DMC pulses is underestimated by the Soudan phonon template. As a result,
the phonon energy and partition estimators determined by fitting to the DMC phonon
template were used throughout this study.

Figure 4.9: Histogram of total phonon energy for T1Z1 L-shell activation line data.
The cyan histogram shows the total phonon energy estimated using the Soudan template, while the blue histogram shows the total phonon energy estimated using the
DMC template. The Soudan template energy is biased low because it does not properly fit the peakiness of the DMC pulses.

4.2
4.2.1

Validation
Rescaling phonon partitions

Because the pulse shapes produced by the DMC simulation do not exactly match the
pulse shapes in Soudan detectors, the distribution of phonon radial and z-partitions
in the simulation did not exactly match the expected Soudan distribution. Rather
than fine-tune the TES simulation to exactly match Soudan behavior, the processed
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data was rescaled to match the Soudan distribution using the function
f (data, ↵
~ ) = (data + ↵0 ) ↵1 + ↵2 .

(4.1)

Figure 4.10 shows the e↵ects of this rescaling for detector T2Z1. Maximum likelihood estimation is used to determine the best fit rescaling parameters ↵
~ . The best
fit parameters are those that scale the raw DMC data (blue) to most closely match
the expected Soudan distribution (black). The resulting rescaled data (red) more
closely matches the expected Soudan distribution. Comparing the relative p-values
from two-sample KS tests between Soudan data and the unscaled or scaled DMC
distribution (see title of figure) confirms that the rescaled distributions better match
the expected distribution.

Figure 4.10: Raw DMC data (blue) and rescaled DMC data (red) for detector T2Z1,
compared to the expected Soudan distribution (black) for phonon r-partition (left)
and phonon z-partition (right).

However, some residual di↵erences remain between the simulated and Soudan
data. These are clearest in the tails of the z-partition distribution and the valley
between the two peaks in the radial partition distribution. These di↵erences may be
an e↵ect of some of the approximations made in the DMC, as well as small di↵erences
in the event selection criteria applied to the DMC and Soudan data. In addition, the
two sharp peaks in the radial partition distribution are clearly separated in the truth
radius of the event: the first peak is from events that occur under the inner three
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channels, while the second (larger r-partition) peak is from events that occur under
the outer channel.

4.2.2

The bulldozer algorithm–modeling local saturation in
the TES simulation

As shown in Fig. 4.10, even after rescaling the phonon radial partitions, some residual
di↵erences remain between the DMC and Soudan distributions. We believe that these
di↵erences are caused by the lack of local saturation in the TES simulation: in the
simulation, the temperatures of all the TESs in a channel rise and fall together,
while in the actual detectors, some TESs very near the interaction site may have
higher temperatures than those farther away, causing the TESs near the interaction
to saturate. Without local saturation, the phonon pulses tend to be peakier, especially
near the site of the interaction. As a result, the partition quantities become sharper
when local saturation is not modeled.
A new algorithm called the bulldozer was developed to model this e↵ect. This
algorithm works by dividing the face of the detector into bins, looking at the number
of phonons that arrive in a spatial bin during a time step, and if the number of
phonons exceeds some threshold, moving the phonons above the threshold to the
next time bin. This has the e↵ect of “bulldozing” o↵ the top of the phonon arrival
time histogram, as shown in Fig. 4.11. The new phonon arrival times are then saved
into a file that can be read into the TES simulation.
This algorithm was run on a small subset of simulated barium calibration data
for detector T1Z1. Phonon templates were generated using the resulting simulated
TES pulses using the method depicted in Fig. 4.4. The resulting template is shown in
Fig. 4.12 alongside the un-bulldozed DMC template and the Soudan phonon template
for detector T1Z1. The bulldozed template is in much better agreement with the
Soudan template than the un-bulldozed DMC template, and any remaining di↵erences
will likely be washed out by the poor signal-to-noise at the low energies considered in
this work.
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Figure 4.11: Schematic of the “bulldozer” algorithm for modeling local saturation.
Any phonons collected in a TES that push the histogram of phonon arrival times
above the saturation threshold (grey line) in a given time bin are bulldozed to the
next time bin. [figure: Peter Redl]
Figure 4.13 shows the resulting phonon r-partition distribution (the ratio of outerchannel energy to total energy) from applying the bulldozer algorithm to barium
data from T1Z1. The bulldozed data (right) does not show the extreme doublepeaked structure of the un-bulldozed data (left). However, it appears that the local
saturation is over-estimated with the current thresholds in the bulldozer algorithm,
as there is even less double-peaked structure in the bulldozed DMC data than the
true Soudan data. As a result, the rescaling code discussed in section 4.2.1 does not
produce an optimal fit, because it is attempting to fit a single-peaked distribution to
a double-peaked distribution.
Though there are problems with the agreement between Soudan data and DMC
simulation that require further tuning, the bulldozer algorithm does correctly model
local TES saturation on a qualitative level. This algorithm can be compared against
the standard DMC data to understand the remaining issues with the simulation.
However, the bulldozer is somewhat cumbersome because it is I/O limited, so it
was only run on a subset of the seven low-threshold detectors. Two fully-functional
detectors, T1Z1, and T2Z1, intended as controls, as well as T5Z3 were run through the
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Figure 4.12: Total phonon energy templates generated on standard DMC data (magenta) and DMC data following the bulldozer algorithm (red). The bulldozer algorithm produces pulses that more closely match the Soudan phonon template (black).
[figure: Peter Redl]
bulldozer. Analysis of these events shows that the bulldozer algorithm qualitatively
improves the phonon partitions, but more tuning is needed to bring the DMC and
Soudan data into full agreement.

4.2.3

Assessing agreement between Soudan and DMC barium data

Likelihood tests
Likelihood tests with no free parameters were used to assess the agreement between
Soudan data and DMC data for each detector. Since the bulldozer local saturation
algorithm was only run on a subset of the detectors, these tests used the simulations
that do not include local saturation of the TESs. The likelihood was constructed
by placing the data for each phonon partition quantity into bins and assuming the
di↵erences between the test data and the comparison data were Gaussian-distributed.
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Figure 4.13: Raw DMC data (blue) and rescaled DMC data (red) for detector T1Z1,
compared to the expected Soudan distribution (black) for phonon r-partition for standard DMC data with no local saturation (left) and DMC data after application of
the bulldozer algorithm (right).

Thus, the likelihood that data from a Soudan detector agrees with the DMC data is
L/
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(4.2)

For each detector modeled in the DMC, the likelihood was calculated for all seven
Soudan low-threshold detectors. If the DMC is a good model of a given Soudan
detector, the likelihood should be larger when the DMC detector modeled matches
the Soudan detector.
Figure 4.14 shows the results for comparisons between DMC data for detector
T2Z1 and Soudan data from all low-threshold Soudan detectors. As expected, the
likelihood is largest when the Soudan detector on the x-axis matches the DMC data.
This indicates that the DMC data for T2Z1 is a better fit to Soudan detector T2Z1
than any of the other Soudan detectors.
One estimate of the systematic uncertainties at Soudan is the variation in behavior
between detectors. To show that the DMC data is nearing this systematic limit,
additional likelihood tests were performed to show that the agreement between DMC
and Soudan data for a given detector is at least as good as the agreement between
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Figure 4.14: Likelihoods comparing barium data from all Soudan low-threshold detectors to T2Z1 DMC barium data.

Soudan data for two di↵erent detectors. In this case, the likelihood is
L/
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(4.3)

where the test data runs over all Soudan detectors, as well as unscaled and scaled
DMC data. The results for this test for detector T2Z1 are shown in Fig. 4.15. Here,
X Soudan is the barium data for T2Z1, and X test runs over all detectors as well as
the DMC data. As expected, the test statistic should be best when X test is T2Z2
Soudan data, that is, that X test = X Soudan . The e↵ects of the rescaling discussed
above are clear: the likelihood is significantly larger for the scaled DMC data than
the unscaled DMC data. In addition, the fact that the agreement between DMC
and Soudan data for a given detector is generally better than the agreement between
two Soudan detectors indicates that the DMC will soon be limited by the systematic
variation between detectors.
Tests using machine learning algorithms
As a second test of the agreement between Soudan and DMC data, a boosted decision
tree was trained to recognize the di↵erences between Soudan barium data and Soudan
californium data using four variables: mean inner charge channel energy, total phonon
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Figure 4.15: Likelihoods comparing barium data from all Soudan low-threshold detectors as well as unscaled and scaled DMC data for T2Z1 to T2Z1 Soudan barium
data.

energy, phonon r-partition, and phonon z-partition. These are the same four variables
used in the boosted decision tree that provided the final level of event selection in the
low-mass WIMP search in Chapter 3. The californium data was re-weighted to match
the expected total phonon energy spectrum for 5, 7, 10, and 15 GeV/c 2 WIMPs. The
boosted decision trees (one for each detector and WIMP mass) were then tested on
Soudan data as well as DMC data, and the distributions of the scores were compared.
Figure 4.16 shows the BDT scores on the test data for T2Z1, with the Cf signal
data re-weighted to match the spectrum of a 5 GeV/c 2 WIMP (left) or 15 GeV/c 2 WIMP
(right). The signal data (re-weighted californium data from Soudan, black) is reasonably well-separated from the background data. In addition, the distribution of
BDT scores for the two types of background data (Soudan barium, red, and DMC
barium, blue) are in close agreement, indicating that the machine learning algorithm
is picking up the same structures in the DMC data as the Soudan data. This serves
as further evidence that the DMC is overall a good model for Soudan data.
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Figure 4.16: Results for a BDT trained on Soudan data and tested on both Soudan
(red) and DMC data (blue) for detector T2Z1. The total phonon energy spectrum for the californium data was re-weighted to match the expected spectrum of
a 5 GeV/c 2 WIMP (left) or 15 GeV/c 2 WIMP right)

4.3

Comparing shorted detector T5Z3 to fully-functional
detectors

4.3.1

Qualitative e↵ects of the short

The large-scale simulations show many of the behaviors expected from the example
event shown in Fig. 4.1. Studying the charge propagation as a function of the position
of the event within a crystal demonstrates that the short has a clear e↵ect on charge
propagation, especially underneath the channel with the short.
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the truth yield (mean inner charge channel energy
divided by truth recoil energy) and charge partitions for a fully-functional detector
and T5Z3. These figures were produced using simulated barium data. Since a typical
barium calibration event scatters multiple times within a crystal, the average position,
weighted by energy of each scatter, is used as the truth position of the event. In
addition, events in these plots were required to have a total phonon energy after
event reconstruction between 2 and 13.1 keV total phonon energy, to coincide with
the energy range considered for the low-threshold analysis in Chapter 3.
Comparing the fully functional detector T2Z1 to the shorted detector T5Z3, two
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Figure 4.17: Truth yield (mean inner charge channel energy divided by truth recoil
energy) versus position for fully functional detector T2Z1 (left) and shorted detector
T5Z3 (right) for simulated barium calibration data between 2 and 13.1 keV total
phonon energy.

e↵ects can be seen in the shorted region (upper right-hand corner of the T5Z3 plot):
in the yield plot. there is a population of events with yield ⇠0.5, and in the partition

plots, the topology of the event as indicated by the partitions is a↵ected. These
low-yield, improperly partitioned events may leak past the preselection cuts used for
the low-threshold analysis in several ways. First, the reduced yield may move these
events into the nuclear recoil band. Second, the e↵ect on the radial partitions may
cause the selection criteria to fail to reject events that occur at high radius (including
the problematic low-yield events). Third, many events in the shorted region appear as
side 1 surface events (charge z partition ⇠1) since the holes do not see a bias voltage
to pull them to the opposite face.

To quantify these e↵ects, Fig 4.19 shows the fraction of simulated barium events
that pass the “preselection” cuts discussed in Chapter 3 for fully-functional detector
T2Z1 and shorted detector T5Z3. The pass fraction is defined as the number of
high-quality physics events that pass a given cut, divided by the total number of
high-quality physics events. As the above figures suggest, more events pass the radial
fiducial volume criteria (blue) and the 3 nuclear recoil band cut (green) for T5Z3
than for T2Z1 because of the the e↵ects of the short. However, many of the highradius events that fail to be rejected by the high-radius selection criteria for T5Z3
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Figure 4.18: Charge radial partition for side 2 (holes) versus position (top) and charge
z-partition versus position (bottom) for fully functional detector T2Z1 (left) and
shorted detector T5Z3 (right) for simulated barium calibration data between 2 and
13.1 keV total phonon energy. The radial partition for side 1 is ill-defined for T5Z3
due to the outer charge channel short.

are removed by the charge symmetry requirement (cyan), as expected from Fig. 4.18,
which shows that many of the events a↵ected by the short have charge partition
consistent with a side 1 surface event. As a result, the overall pass fraction for all
preselection cuts (black) for T2Z1 and T5Z3 are similar.
The phonon signal contains contributions from Luke phonons, which are related
to charge propagation, so the e↵ect of the short can also be seen in the phonon
partitions. Because the electric field lines near the short pull charges that would
typically propagate to the outer channel into the inner channel, the Luke phonons
generated by the charge propagation are not as localized under the outer channel.
The e↵ects are particularly strong in the DMC data considered here, which does
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Figure 4.19: Fraction of simulated barium events that pass the charge fiducial volume
and nuclear recoil band cuts (the “preselection” cuts discussed in Chapter 3) for fullyfunctional T2Z1 (left) and shorted T5Z3 (right).

not include local saturation in the TESs. As a result, the separation between the two
peaks in the phonon radial partition for the unscaled DMC data is less well-defined for
T5Z3. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 4.20, which shows the rescaled phonon radial
partition versus truth position for a fully-functional detector and T5Z3. Because the
range of the phonon radial partition varies between detectors, here the values are
normalized by subtracting the mean of the distribution and dividing by the standard
deviation. The demarcation in phonon partition between the outer and inner channels
is less pronounced in T5Z3, indicating that the phonon radial partition may have
poorer discrimination power for T5Z3 than for a fully-functional detector.

4.3.2

Comparing the DMC to the SuperCDMS Soudan background model

The agreement between barium calibration data simulated in the detector monte carlo
and real barium data from Soudan is generally good. However, we would also like
to test the agreement between the DMC and the SuperCDMS Soudan low-threshold
background model, since the algorithms used to select candidate events for the lowmass WIMP search were trained on the data-driven model, not real Soudan data.
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Figure 4.20: Phonon radial partition (rescaled and normalized) versus truth position
for barium data from fully-functional detector T2Z1 (left) and shorted detector T5Z3
(right).

Figure 4.21 shows the phonon partitions (without the bulldozer for the DMC) and
charge energy for T2Z1, comparing the data-driven low-energy gammas to detector
monte carlo barium data. (The DMC barium data is a good proxy for low-energy
gammas since the primary interaction process at those energies is Compton scattering,
so the recoil energy spectrum is flat.) These plots demonstrate that the rescaling
parameters computed on Soudan barium data can also bring the DMC into close
agreement with the data-driven simulation. There are some small disagreements in
the tails of the phonon partition distributions, as well as the double-peaked structure
of the radial partition histogram, but these are to be expected given the di↵erences
in the DMC and data-driven models, as well as the lack of local saturation in the
DMC.
In addition, the charge energy (Fig. 4.21, right) shows the expected behavior.
There is a large peak at zero keV in both distributions that corresponds to low-energy
events and events that occur at high radius (zero-charge events). The spectrum of
bulk electron recoils above a few keV is also in good agreement. There is a slight
discrepancy between the two histograms (which is also present in comparisons between the DMC and Soudan barium calibration data) that may be caused by small
di↵erences between low-energy charge trapping in the DMC and in real data.
The agreement between DMC and data-driven simulations is generally good for
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Figure 4.21: Histograms of phonon radial partition (left), phonon z-partition (center),
and charge energy (right) for low-energy gammas for the DMC (unscaled partitions:
blue, rescaled partitions: cyan) and data-driven (magenta) models for detector T1Z1.

the energy estimators and phonon partitions, especially for low-energy gammas, activation lines, and

210

Pb decay chain sidewall events. Any small di↵erences between

the two simulations for these event types are due to di↵erences in the assumptions
about the input events for the simulation. However, as shown in Fig. 4.22, there are
larger di↵erences between the two simulations for
especially the

210

Bi and

210

210

Pb decay chain surface events,

Pb decays, which contain a population of electron recoils.

For this event type, the DMC produces events with very small charge energies; however, the data-driven simulation also contains a population of events with yield closer
to the value expected for bulk electron recoils. Because these comparisons only point
out discrepancies and do not explain their underlying causes, further work comparing
simulated events to Soudan data is needed to understand the underlying issue. It
may be that the DMC does not properly model the charge physics for certain types
of surface events or that there is a problem with the electric field model very near
the surface. Otherwise, if the problem is in the data-driven simulation, it is possible
that the selection of template events is biased if the behavior of high-energy 210 Bi and
210

Pb events used as templates is very di↵erent from true low-energy

210

Bi and

210

Pb

decays.
As another test of the agreement between the low-threshold data-driven background model and the detector monte carlo, we apply the boosted decision tree used
as the final level of event selection to the DMC and compare with the scores the algorithm assigns to the data-driven model. Figure 4.23 shows this comparison for

206

Pb
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Figure 4.22: Charge energy versus total phonon energy for 210 Pb surface events in
detector T2Z1. There is a qualitative disagreement between DMC and data-driven
simulation in the yield for this event type.
sidewall events for detector T1Z1 (left) and T5Z3 (right). For these two detectors,
the agreement between data-driven and DMC models is quite good.
However, the agreement between data-driven and DMC background models is
less good for other detectors, such as T5Z2 shown in Fig. 4.24. For this detector,
and several others including the tower 2 detectors, the histogram of BDT scores is
generally peaked at a larger value for DMC than for the data-driven background
model. This indicates that there is a disagreement between the underlying data for
the DMC and the data-driven model. However, it is not clear if the discrepancy is
caused by mis-modeling in the DMC or the data-driven model. It may be possible
to better understand these issues by re-training the boosted decision tree and more
closely examine the behavior of the test and training samples.

4.3.3

Hypothesis for source of T5Z3 events in the low-threshold
analysis

The observed systematic e↵ect on T5Z3 is on the order of a few percent: three events
passed the boosted decision tree cut out of approximately 100 in the preselection
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Figure 4.23: Histograms of boosted decision tree scores trained against a
15 GeV/c 2 WIMP for 206 Pb sidewall events for detector T1Z1 (left) and T5Z3 (right).
The data-driven background model is shown in magenta and the DMC is shown in
blue.

region. The detector monte carlo provides an excellent way to study this small e↵ect,
since the statistics that we are able to generate grow with CPU time, not integration
time at Soudan. We can also study the e↵ect of the noise environment on a given
event type by processing the same DMC event multiple times using di↵erent samples
of the noise.
The current implementation of the DMC pulse simulation works by recycling DMC
events: a given DMC event is reused multiple times in the simulation with di↵erent
noise samples added onto the simulated pulse. As a result, a single DMC event will
have a range of reconstructed energies, partitions, and BDT scores after processing.
The range of values is caused by the di↵erences in the noise sample added to each
event.
To understand how the noise environment a↵ects the reconstruction parameters
for an event, we compute the mean and standard deviation of the boosted decision
tree scores for each unique DMC event. The mean scores for T1Z1 and T5Z3

206

Pb

sidewall events are shown versus truth z-position in Fig. 4.25. (These two detectors
were considered because the overall distribution of scores agrees well with the datadriven model, as shown in Fig. 4.23.)
Since the three events on T5Z3 passed only the 15 GeV/c 2 BDT selection criteria,
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Figure 4.24: Histograms of boosted decision tree scores trained against a
5 GeV/c 2 WIMP (left) or 7 GeV/c 2 WIMP (right) for low-background gamma events
for detector T5Z2. The data-driven background model is shown in magenta and the
DMC is shown in blue. The disagreement is large between DMC and data-driven
models for this detector and several others, indicating that further validation work
may be needed.

we are most interested in examining the BDT scores for that WIMP mass (black
points). There are a few outliers for T1Z1, as expected from the histograms in
Fig. 4.23. Many more outliers are present for T5Z3, especially at z position greater
than ⇠2 cm. The events in these figures all occur at high radius because they come

from contamination of the detector housings, so these outlier events primarily occur in
the shorted region for T5Z3. In addition, they occur at relatively high recoil energies
(&7 keVnr), so such events may be candidates for the three observed events on T5Z3
in the SuperCDMS Soudan low-mass WIMP search.
In addition, we can examine the standard deviations of the BDT scores for

206

Pb

sidewall events. The standard deviation for each unique event for detectors T1Z1 and
T5Z3 is shown versus z position in Fig. 4.26. There is a possible uptick in the standard
deviation near the top surface of T5Z3, indicating that the noise environment may
more strongly a↵ect events in the shorted region, possibly causing a small percentage
to fluctuate above the threshold.
Though this e↵ect is suggestive, it is not sufficient to explain the three events
observed on T5Z3. Currently the DMC statistics are not sufficient to confirm that
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Figure 4.25: Mean BDT score versus truth z-position for recycled DMC events for
T1Z1 (left) and T5Z3 (right) for 206 Pb sidewall events. T5Z3 has more high-score
outliers near the top surface near the shorted region; an upward fluctuation in the
noise may push one of these events above the BDT threshold and into the signal
region.

the outliers mentioned here are significant; in addition, we would like to use more
noise samples for each unique DMC event to confirm that the standard deviation
also increases near the shorted region. Running more unique DMC events, as well as
processing these DMC events with the full range of noise samples (October 2012–July
2013) will provide more statistics to try to confirm or reject this hypothesis.

4.4

Other insights from the DMC

Detector Monte Carlo simulations have also informed ongoing analysis issues aside
from the shorted charge channels.
The Detector Monte Carlo is expected to play a large role in analyses of CDMSlite
data moving forward. During CDMSlite Run 1, it was discovered that the activation line peaks were broader than expected. After modeling the electric field of the
CDMSlite detector, it was realized that the electric field at high radius is smaller,
and some electric field lines terminate on the sidewall of the crystal instead of the
opposite face. As a result, events that occur at high radius may not see the full 70V
bias. Such events would produce fewer Luke phonons due to the smaller bias voltage,
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Figure 4.26: BDT score standard deviation versus truth z-position for recycled DMC
events for T1Z1 (left) and T5Z3 (right) for 206 Pb sidewall events. There is a possible
increase in the standard deviation of the scores very near the top surface of the
detector (z⇠2.5 cm); a larger standard deviation might lead to statistical fluctuations
pushing a small number of events above the boosted decision tree threshold.

therefore appearing at a lower energy.
To test this e↵ect, activation line events were simulated for a detector in CDMSlite
configuration. As expected, the activation lines had tails at low energy. Upon further
investigation, the events in the low-energy tail were found to occur at high radius.
In addition, studies of the charge propagation in a CDMSlite-style detector showed
that some events that occur at high radius do not propagate through the full 70V
and therefore produce fewer Luke phonons. These studies showed that using position
information in a CDMSlite crystal to develop a fiducial volume and remove highradius events can improve the end result.
Another insight was gleaned from the DMC in the course of validating the L-shell
activation lines against the data-driven pulse simulation used for the low-mass WIMP
search in Chapter 3. While performing preliminary fits for a likelihood analysis of
all data in the preselection region (before application of the boosted decision tree),
an excess of very low-energy events was discovered in T2Z2. However, it was noticed
that the distribution of total phonon energies for the DMC L-shell simulated events
extended to lower total phonon energies, which may partially account for this excess
as described below.
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The template events for the data-driven background model were selected to be a
delta function in total phonon energy centered at 3 keV. Selecting events in this way
e↵ectively only chooses bulk events: the reduced yield for surface events produces a
smaller value of total phonon energy. As a result, the total phonon energy histogram is
symmetric about the mean as shown in black in figure 4.27, since the only broadening
is due to noise resolution. However, the DMC data (blue), which includes both surface
and bulk events, is asymmetric, with a tail extending to lower energies due to reduced
charge collection. When the selection of L-shell events for the data-driven model was
modified to include surface events, the resulting histogram (pink) is in much better
agreement with the DMC, and also yields a better fit to the low-energy excess seen
in the likelihood analysis of T2Z2.

Figure 4.27: Comparison between DMC 1 keV line events (blue) and data-driven 1
keV line events (magenta, cyan) with two di↵erent weighting schemes for detector
T2Z2. The updated weighting scheme (magenta), which includes surface events,
matches the DMC better and can partially account for an excess of very low energy
events seen in a likelihood analysis of the data from the low-mass WIMP search of
Chapter 3.

Chapter 5
E↵ective field theory scattering in
direct detection experiments
Astrophysical and cosmological evidence indicates that the majority of the matter in
the universe takes the form of non-luminous particles called dark matter, though the
exact nature of the dark matter particle remains unknown [32]. A generic weaklyinteracting massive particle (WIMP) is a very attractive dark matter candidate [124].
Numerous experiments are engaged in e↵orts to detect rare collisions between WIMPs
and target nuclei in terrestrial detectors. Results from DAMA [44], CoGeNT [45],
CRESST-II [46], and CDMS II Si [47] can be interpreted in terms of interactions of
WIMPs with masses of 6-30 GeV/c 2 . A similar range of masses could also account
for a possible excess in the gamma-ray flux near the galactic center in Fermi-LAT
data [125, 126]. Under standard assumptions for spin-independent WIMP-nucleon
interactions, however, such interpretations are difficult to reconcile with the limits
set by CDMSlite [103], SuperCDMS [104], LUX [85], and PICO [127].
Standard WIMP scattering calculations make simplifying assumptions about the
type of interaction between the nucleon and the dark matter particle: typically only
isospin-conserving spin-independent couplings, or spin-dependent couplings to either
the proton or neutron are considered. This results in constraints on the three corresponding WIMP-nucleon cross sections. Relaxing such assumptions can suppress the
interaction for some target elements by orders of magnitude relative to others [128].
100
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However, such solutions often require a high degree of fine-tuning.
Recently, an e↵ective field theory (EFT) approach for WIMP scattering has been
developed that considers all leading-order and next-to-leading order operators that
can occur in the e↵ective Lagrangian that describes the WIMP-nucleus interaction
[129, 130, 131]. This formalism introduces new operators that rely on a range of
nuclear properties in addition to the standard spin-independent and spin-dependent
cases. It also explicitly includes isospin interference and interference between operators, creating a rich parameter space of possible dark matter interactions that are
very sensitive to the specific choice of detector material.
The EFT framework parametrizes the WIMP-nucleus interaction in terms of
fourteen operators, Oi , which are listed in Eq. 5.1 and include the standard spinindependent and spin-dependent interactions. These operators feature explicit dependence on ~v ? (the relative velocity between the incoming WIMP and the nucleon)
~ and
and the momentum transfer ~q , in addition to the WIMP and nucleon spins, S
~N . Note that O2 is not considered since it cannot arise from the non-relativistic
S
limit of a relativistic operator at leading order. In addition, each operator can inde-

pendently couple to protons or neutrons. We formulate this isospin dependence in
terms of isoscalar and isovector interactions, following the conventions of [130].
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(5.1)

These operators contribute to six types of nuclear response functions. The spinindependent response is denoted by M and is typically the strongest of the six functions since it is related to the number of nucleons in the target nucleus. The main
contribution to this response comes from the standard spin-independent operator O1 ,

but it also contains higher-order contributions from operators O5 , O8 , and O11 . There

are two spin-dependent responses, ⌃0 and ⌃00 , that correspond to projections of spin
parallel and perpendicular to the momentum transfer. A linear combination of these
two responses yields O4 , which is related to the standard spin-dependent response.
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Many of the other operators also appear in one of these two responses. A novel type
of response introduced in the EFT,

, is related to the net angular momentum of an

unpaired nucleon and contains contributions from operators O5 and O8 . A second
novel response is

00

, which is sensitive to the product of angular momentum and spin.

This response tends to favor heavier elements, and the most dominant contribution
to this response is from O3 . The last response considered in the EFT, ˜ 0 , contains
contributions from operators O3 , O12 , and O15 . ˜ 0 is discussed less frequently in
the literature since it is difficult to find a model that produces this response, but we
consider it here for completeness.
The EFT also includes two operator-operator interference terms: ⌃0
0

⌃ interferes with

and M

00

.

because velocity-dependent responses are sensitive to properties

such as angular momentum that depend on the motion of the nucleon within the
nucleus. This interference term is particularly significant for germanium, which has
large responses to both ⌃0 and

. The ⌃0

response contains interference between O4

and O5 , as well as between O8 and O9 . In addition, since both M and

00

are scalar

responses, interference between the two can be significant, especially for elements like
xenon that have large responses to both. The M

00

response contains interference

between operators O1 and O3 , operators O11 and O12 , and operators O11 and O15 .

Since the various responses are related to di↵erent nuclear properties, the strength

of the resulting interaction can vary by many orders of magnitude. The expectation
values of these properties are listed in [129]. For instance, the spin-dependent responses ⌃0 and ⌃00 depend on the square of the spin of an unpaired nucleon, which
ranges from 5 ⇥ 10

6

for protons in germanium (which has one isotope with an un-

paired nucleon, which is a neutron) to 0.2 for protons in fluorine (which has an
unpaired proton). The angular momentum of a nucleon, which governs the strength
of the

response, ranges from O(1 ⇥ 10 3 ) to O(1), while (L · S)2 , which governs

the strength of the

00

response, ranges from 0.1 for light nuclei to several hundred

for heavier nuclei. The strongest response is M , which is related to the square of the
number of nucleons.
The strength of an EFT interaction is parametrized by numerical coefficients, c⌧i ,
associated with each operator Oi , where ⌧ = 0 or 1 denotes the isoscalar (c0i = 1/2(cpi +
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cni )) combinations, respectively. The coefficients have

dimensions of 1/energy2 , so we multiply by the weak mass scale (mweak = 246.2
GeV) to produce dimensionless quantities. The c⌧i are related by a change of basis
to generalized versions of fn and fp and can take on any value, positive or negative.
0

The coefficients appear as c⌧i c⌧j in the interaction, indicating that operators interfere
pair-wise, at most.
The event rate for an arbitrary EFT interaction follows from Eqn. 1.4. The
di↵erential cross section

d
dER

can be computed by replacing the Helm form factor

with one of the nuclear responses discussed above. The numerical coefficients c⌧i are
incorporated in the WIMP response, which is the e↵ective field theory analogue of
Equation 1.9. Unlike the spin-independent case, where the form factor and WIMP
response are nearly constant over the energy range of interest (approximately 1-100
keVnr), the di↵erential cross section for a general EFT interaction can have strong
dependence on momentum transfer, especially for operators such as O3 and O11 , as
shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Di↵erential event rate for a 50 GeV WIMP interacting in germanium as a
function of energy for several EFT interactions. Although the interactions have vastly
di↵erent strengths for a given set of coefficients, here the coefficients are chosen so
that the integrated event rate is equal for the four operators shown.
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Bias created by standard dark matter assumptions

Because of the additional momentum dependence of several of the EFT operators, the
di↵erential event rate for an arbitrary dark matter interaction could be very di↵erent
than for the standard calculation. Consequently, it is possible that a limit-setting
algorithm that expects the (approximately) exponential event rate of the standard
spin-independent interaction could misinterpret a potential signal from a more general
EFT interaction as background.
To demonstrate the possible bias that could arise from assuming the standard
spin-independent event rate when setting limits, we perform simulated experiments
assuming that the dark matter scattering is purely due to a single isoscalar EFT
operator. Figure 5.2 shows the co-added results of 100 simulated experiments sampled
from the energy spectrum of isoscalar O3 scattering in germanium for two di↵erent
dark matter masses, assuming an energy-independent (or “flat”) detection efficiency.

The operator coefficients were set to give each simulated experiment an expectation
value of 10 events. This expectation was then convolved with a Poisson distribution
to select the number of events for a given simulated experiment.
Unlike the standard spin-independent event rate, the event rate for O3 depends on

the square of the momentum transfer, so the event rate is suppressed at low recoil en-

ergies. This e↵ect is illustrated in Fig. 5.2, where the black, cyan, and magenta curves
show the standard spin-independent scattering rate for a range of WIMP masses and
the blue histogram corresponds to the simulated spectrum expected from O3 interactions. For the case of a 10 GeV/c 2 WIMP mass, the distribution of events is

more closely matched by the spin-independent rate for a higher-mass WIMP. For the
300 GeV/c 2 case, no spin-independent rate calculation matches the observed spectrum of events; if experimenters only consider the spin-independent WIMP rate, they
may erroneously conclude that they have observed an unexpected background. Alternatively, such an observation could lead to the conclusion that detection efficiency
as a function of energy was measured incorrectly: an observation of few events at
low energies, where the spin-independent rate exponentially increases, could also be
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Figure 5.2: Co-added energy spectrum from 100 simulated experiments (blue histogram) assuming the dark matter interaction proceeds according to the isoscalar
O3 operator for a 10 GeV/c 2 (left) and a 300 GeV/c 2 WIMP (right). The detection
efficiency is assumed to be independent of energy. The smooth cyan, magenta, and
black curves show the expected spectrum for the standard spin-independent rate for
several WIMP masses, while the dashed dark blue curve shows the O3 spectrum from
which the simulated experiments were sampled.

attributed to the true detection efficiency being lower than the measured efficiency.
To further demonstrate this issue, we calculate the 90% confidence level upper
limit on the spin-independent cross section for each simulated experiment sampled
from the O3 spectrum using the optimum interval method [107, 108] and the standard
Maxwellian halo model with halo parameters as above with no background subtraction. Each simulated experiment was assumed to have an exposure of 1000 kg days
and a flat efficiency of 60% between 1 and 100 keVnr . The distribution of limits on
the spin-independent cross section for simulated experiments sampled from the O3

spectrum is shown in blue in Fig. 5.3. Figure 5.3 also shows the resulting median
limit on the spin-independent cross section from simulated experiments sampled from
the spin-independent distribution in black.
The distribution of limits on the spin-independent cross section for the simulated
experiments sampled from the O3 energy spectrum deviates from the zero-background
limit shown in magenta as well as from the mean limit derived from similar simulated experiments sampled from the spin-independent distribution. As expected, the
simulated-experiment limits are weaker than the zero-background limits for both O3
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of 90% confidence level upper limits calculated using the
optimum interval method for the simulated experiments discussed above and shown
in Fig. 5.2, sampled from the event rate for isoscalar O3 . Shaded blue bands show the
68% and 95% confidence level uncertainty on the distribution. The zero-background
Poisson limit is shown in magenta.

and spin-independent cases due to the presence of candidate events. However, because the energy distribution of the candidate events sampled from O3 is di↵erent

than the expected spin-independent rate assumed in the limit-setting algorithm, the
limits also deviate from the expected shape for the true spin-independent experiment.
Here, this is an e↵ect of the optimum interval method, which tries to match the observed event energies to the expected (spin-independent) energy spectrum and ignores
energy ranges where the observed event rate does not match the expected spectrum.
Other methods, such as likelihood techniques, which also assume a particular energy
spectrum for the WIMP component, will display similar e↵ects.
In the 10 GeV/c 2 case, we expect the limit to be weakest around a mass of
10 GeV/c 2 , where the rate expected by the limit algorithm matches the observed
event rate. However, because the observed events for O3 scattering are skewed towards
higher recoil energies, the limit tends to be weaker at larger WIMP masses where the

tail of the spin-independent event rate extends to higher recoil energies. In other
words, a low-mass WIMP that scatters via O3 may look like a higher-mass WIMP
because the energy spectrum skews towards higher values. For the 300 GeV/c 2 case,
the distribution of limits agrees with the Poisson zero-background limit at low masses;
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the observed events occur at recoil energies that cannot be produced by a low-mass
WIMP. At higher masses, the distribution of limits is still close to the zero-background
limit because the shape of the observed spectrum is very di↵erent from the expected
spin-independent WIMP rate. For this high-mass case, experimenters may conclude
that some or all of the 10 candidate events in these simulated experiments are backgrounds, since the spin-independent cross section that would produce 10 events is
excluded in the majority of these simulated experiments.
The di↵erence in the limits between the spin-independent and EFT cases demonstrates the importance of correctly modeling the expected WIMP signal. Algorithms
that assume the standard spin-independent rate when calculating limits may interpret
events from EFT interactions with di↵erent spectral shapes as background because
of the mis-match in spectral shapes, and thus, this assumption could lead to a bias
in the exclusion limits reported by experiments, especially in the case where events
are observed.

5.2

Exclusion limits on a set of EFT operators

Because of the potential for bias demonstrated above, we would like to compute
exclusion limits that take the di↵erences in spectral shape for EFT interactions into
account. The strength of the interaction in the EFT framework is governed by a set
of 28 numerical coefficients corresponding to the 14 operators, one for each isospin.
Others have attempted to find global fits in this multi-dimensional parameter space,
combining data from many direct detection experiments [132]. Since the parameter
space is large and relatively unconstrained by current experiments, we choose instead
to calculate exclusion limits on the coefficients for individual EFT operators for three
di↵erent target elements: germanium (SuperCDMS Soudan and CDMS II), silicon
(CDMS II), and xenon (LUX).
We use the optimum interval method to calculate 90% upper confidence limits on
the numerical coefficients of EFT operators. The optimum interval method incorporates information about the candidate event energies and energy-dependent detection
efficiencies, which can yield stronger exclusion limits in the presence of unknown
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Figure 5.4: Upper limits on the dimensionless isoscalar coefficients c03 (left) and
c08 (right) as a function of WIMP mass for SuperCDMS Soudan (light blue) [104],
CDMS II Ge reanalysis (dark blue) [133], and CDMS II Si (red) [134], and estimated
limits for LUX (black) [85], for the Maxwellian halo (solid) and an alternate halo
model (dashed). Limits on the remaining isoscalar operators can be found in Appendix B.

backgrounds than likelihood methods that consider only a single energy bin in the
presence of backgrounds. This is particularly important here because of the spectral
di↵erences that can arise from di↵erent EFT interactions. We consider a single operator at a time and present the exclusion limit on the square of the EFT coefficient,
which is proportional to the total interaction cross section. We compare the e↵ects
of two halo models on the limits. The first uses standard halo assumptions as in [74],
with a WIMP mass density ⇢0 = 0.3 GeV/c2 /cm3 , most probable WIMP velocity
of 220 km/s, mean circular velocity of the Earth with respect to the galactic center
of 232 km/s, galactic escape velocity of 544 km/s, and a velocity distribution that
correctly takes into account the e↵ect of the Earth’s velocity on the escape-velocity
cuto↵ [77]. The second halo model uses the functional form of Eq. 1.12 with p = 2.7
and v0 /vesc = 0.6875, determined by fits to the Eris simulation of a Milky-Way-like
galaxy [83], and other halo parameters as above.
Figure 5.4 shows the upper limits for two example operators, isoscalar O3 (left)

and O8 (right), as a function of WIMP mass. Solid lines correspond to the Maxwellian
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halo, whereas dashed lines show the limit calculated assuming the alternate velocity
distribution function discussed above. The SuperCDMS Soudan, CDMS II Ge (reanalysis), and CDMS II Si limits use the candidate events, thresholds, and detection
efficiencies discussed in [104], [133], and [134] respectively, while the estimated LUX
limit assumes zero observed events and functional form for the detection efficiency
that follows a hyperbolic tangent versus energy centered at 2.5 keVnr but with a step
function cuto↵ that goes to zero below 3 keVnr .
Because of the di↵erent nuclear responses for the three target elements considered,
the relative strength of the limits varies from operator to operator. In particular,
O8 (Fig. 5.4, right) includes contributions from the

response, which is greater in

germanium than in silicon or xenon. This contribution strengthens the SuperCDMS
Soudan constraint relative to LUX and CDMS II Si. In addition, the shape of the
curve for a single target element changes from operator to operator. For example,
O3 depends on the square of the momentum transfer, naturally suppressing the event

rate at low energies. As a result, the limits at low WIMP mass for O3 are weaker
than for other operators.

The di↵erence between the two WIMP velocity distributions becomes apparent
when the only events expected above the detection thresholds are due to WIMPs
in the high-velocity tails. Since both CDMS and LUX have thresholds of a few
keV, this disparity appears only at the lowest WIMP masses. The di↵erence is also
more pronounced for LUX, since its target nucleus, xenon, is heavier than silicon or
germanium. A dark matter particle must have a higher velocity to deposit a given
recoil energy in xenon than in germanium or silicon; higher-energy recoils become
comparatively rarer. For the SuperCDMS Soudan result, the di↵erence in velocity
distributions leads to a factor of two di↵erence in the limit around 4 GeV/c 2 , whereas
for LUX, the di↵erence in velocity distribution leads to a factor of two di↵erence
around 7 GeV/c 2 .
Since the EFT explicitly includes isospin dependence, we can also use the optimum interval method to set polar limits on isospin. For a given WIMP mass and a
given angle between the isoscalar and isovector components of an operator, we set
a 90% upper confidence limit on the isoscalar-isovector radius. Varying the polar
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Figure 5.5: Polar limits on O1 isospin for SuperCDMS Soudan (blue) [104], LUX [85]
(black), and CDMS II Si (red) [134] at a WIMP mass of 6 GeV/c 2 .

angle produces exclusion ellipses in the isoscalar-isovector plane, as in Fig. 5.5, which
shows limits for operator O1 and a 6 GeV/c 2 WIMP. The major axis of each ellipse
corresponds to the value of c01 /c11 that yields maximum suppression of the scattering

rate. Note that although the exposures for CDMS and SuperCDMS are significantly
lower than for LUX, there are regions of parameter space allowed by LUX but excluded by SuperCDMS and CDMS at 90% confidence. This example demonstrates
that a combination of experiments using several target nuclei can constrain the EFT
parameter space better than any single experiment.

5.3

Principal component analysis of EFT interference

The EFT framework also provides a more general description of interference among
operators such as the “xenophobic” isospin violation case discussed in the literature
[128]. It not only allows for interference between the isospin components of individual
operators, but also among di↵erent operators. The generalized interference can be
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written as a matrix equation in the large EFT parameter space, but because operators
interfere in pairs, and only certain pairs interfere, this large matrix can be decomposed
into block-diagonal form. We consider the 2 ⇥ 2 case of isospin interference and the
4 ⇥ 4 case of isospin and operator-operator interference.

The generalized amplitude for the 4 ⇥ 4 case can be written as the product of

the vector of operator coefficients c⌧i with the amplitude matrix, where superscript 0
and 1 indicate isoscalar and isovector, respectively, and the subscripts indicate the
operator being considered: [135]
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(5.2)

The amplitudes A⌧ij⌧ are the product of the WIMP and nuclear response functions
0

for the interaction specified by c⌧i and c⌧j and depend on properties such as target
element, WIMP mass, WIMP spin, WIMP velocity, and nuclear recoil energy. We
0

evaluate the A⌧ij⌧ without integrating over the dark matter velocity distribution to
avoid introducing more variables. Amplitudes are summed over the isotopes for a
given element according to their natural abundances.
Finding the eigenvectors of this matrix will give the “principal components” of
the interaction space. We expect that three of the four eigenvalues should be small,
since the matrix for a single isotope is an outer product and therefore should have a
single nonzero eigenvalue. The vector with the largest eigenvalue corresponds to the
maximal amplitude for scattering in the interference space under consideration, while
the three small eigenvalues correspond to local extrema in the scattering amplitude
which tend to suppress the event rate. To be maximally sensitive to the parameter
space for a given interference case, we would like to choose target elements whose
constructive interference eigenvectors span the space of interactions.
As an example, we first consider isospin interference for a single operator in an
already well-understood case. Figure 5.6 shows the constructive isospin interference
eigenvectors for scattering via operator O4 (the spin of the WIMP interacting with the
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spin of an unpaired nucleon) for several elemental targets, evaluated at a WIMP mass
of 100 GeV/c 2 and nuclear recoil energy of 100 keV. The vectors are plotted in the
space of the isoscalar coefficient versus the isovector coefficient. The proton-neutron
space can be recovered from this basis via a 45-degree rotation. The amplitude
in a given direction indicates the target’s response to that operator and illustrates
the sensitivity of each material to the corresponding operator. In addition, if we
were to plot polar limits as in Fig. 5.5 for O4 , we would see that the direction of
the constructive interference vector corresponds to the minor axis of the ellipse. In
the two-dimensional case, the destructive interference vector is perpendicular to the
constructive vector and corresponds to the major axis of the ellipse in a polar limit
plot.

Figure 5.6: Constructive interference eigenvectors for 2D O4 isospin interference.
Proton-dominated interactions occur along the x = y diagonal, while neutrondominated interactions occur along the x = y diagonal.

We can apply this same procedure to the more general 4D case to demonstrate
the complementarity of the di↵erent target elements. Figures 5.7 and 5.8, left, show
all 2D projections of the four-dimensional eigenvectors in the interference space for
O4 /O5 (Fig.

5.7) and O1 /O3 (Fig.

5.8), in addition to the two pure isoscalar

operators for each interference case. All eigenvectors are normalized to unit length.
The eigenvalues

for the four principal components are shown in the legend, ordered

from largest to smallest magnitude.
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The total event rate is evaluated in germanium assuming parameters consistent
with the expectation for SuperCDMS SNOLAB Ge iZIP: target mass of 50 kg, trigger
threshold of 0.5 keVnr, 60% combined nuclear recoil and fiducial volume efficiency,
and exposure of 1000 days. The event rate is then normalized relative to the stronger
of the two pure isoscalar operators and plotted in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, right. Note
that these plots show the event rate for a 10 GeV/c 2 WIMP; the dependence of the
relative rates on WIMP mass is sub-dominant.

Figure 5.7: Eigenvectors for 4D O4 /O5 interference in germanum for a 10 GeV WIMP
(left), and relative event rates for parameters consistent with expectations for SuperCDMS SNOLAB Ge iZIP.

Figure 5.8: Eigenvectors for 4D O1 /O3 interference in germanum for a 10 GeV WIMP
(left), and relative event rates for parameters consistent with expectations for SuperCDMS SNOLAB Ge iZIP.
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Many interesting e↵ects can be seen in these plots. First, we note that the maximal constructive interference case (the largest eigenvalue) represents typically only
a modest enhancement relative to the dominant pure isoscalar operator. However,
the event rates for the other cases can vary by many orders of magnitude. For the
case of maximal destructive interference (smallest eigenvalue), the event rate is an
order of magnitude or more smaller than the sub-dominant pure isoscalar operator,
even though the sum of the squares of the operator coefficients is the same for all
cases. The variation in rates is purely due to the suppression that occurs when two
operators interfere.
In addition, the direction of the various interference vectors in the left-hand plots
indicates which interactions germanium is most or least sensitive to. For the O4 /O5

case, the blue eigenvector, which has the larges eigenvalue and therefore indicates
the maximal event rate in germanium for these operators, points in the direction
of c04 =

c14 , which corresponds to WIMP-neutron spin-dependent scattering. Since

germanium has one isotope,

73

Ge, with an unpaired neutron (and no isotopes with

unpaired protons), choosing WIMP-neutron scattering should maximize the event
rate. For the O1 /O3 case, the green eigenvector points approximately in the direction
that corresponds to fn/fp =

0.8 for spin-independent scattering, which is the location

of the local minimum in the 2D O1 -only interference case.

5.4

G2 event rate comparisons

Three target elements will be used in the upcoming G2 experiments: germanium,
silicon, and xenon. Under the standard spin-independent scattering framework, where
the rate scales as ⇠A2 , experiments that use xenon as a target element have the
greatest sensitivity for WIMP masses above a few GeV/c 2 . However, in order to

probe operators dependent on other nuclear properties, the complementarity of the
three G2 target elements merits further investigation.
When considering the possible observations the G2 experiments may make, the
di↵erence in experimental parameters such as detector mass and trigger threshold
must also be taken into account. The proposed LZ detector will have a 5600 kg
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Figure 5.9: Relative event rates for LZ (black), SuperCDMS SNOLAB Ge iZIP (blue),
and SuperCDMS SNOLAB Si (red), normalized to 1 observed event in SuperCDMS
Ge (3 GeV/c 2 ) or LZ (10, 300 GeV/c 2 ). From left to right are shown the rates for
a 3, 10, and 300 GeV/c 2 WIMP, assuming isoscalar interactions and the standard
Maxwellian halo model. The 3 GeV/c 2 case also shows the rates from SuperCDMS
SNOLAB Ge high-voltage (light blue), which has similar parameters to SuperCDMS
Si high-voltage, but a target mass of 6 kg. (The rate for LZ at 3 GeV/c 2 is essentially
zero for kinematic reasons.) The top row shows cumulative event rates, while the
bottom row shows events per time per target mass. True interaction strengths may
di↵er from this calculation since the interaction may proceed via a linear combination
of operators.
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fiducial mass of xenon, while SuperCDMS will be operating 57 kg of germanium and
silicon. Figure 5.9 shows the relative event rates for the three G2 target elements
assuming scattering proceeds via a single isoscalar EFT operator. This figure only
shows the relative WIMP rates for the G2 experiments; background rates are not
taken into consideration. Note that the true interaction, which may come from a
linear combination of operators, could enhance or suppress these rates.
We normalize the event rate so that SuperCDMS Ge observes one event for a
given operator in the 3 GeV/c 2 case and LZ observes one event for a given operator
in the 10 and 300 GeV/c 2 cases. The LZ rate (black) assumes a 5600 kg fiducial mass,
an exposure of 1000 days, a 100% trigger efficiency between 1 and 30 keVnr , and a
flat 50% nuclear-recoil selection efficiency. The SuperCDMS Ge rate (blue) assumes
50 kg of germanium operating in standard iZIP mode [96], an exposure of 1000 days,
and a 100% trigger efficiency between 0.5 and 100 keVnr , and a flat 60% combined
fiducial-volume and nuclear-recoil selection efficiency. The SuperCDMS Si rate (red)
assumes 1 kg of silicon and an exposure of 1000 days. Since the silicon detectors will
be operated in high-voltage mode [103], the trigger threshold will be much lower,
so we assume a 60% combined trigger and fiducial-volume efficiency up to 50 keVnr ,
with a trigger threshold of 70 eV. We also plot the event rate for SuperCDMS Ge
high-voltage (light blue) for the 3 GeV/c 2 WIMP case. For the SuperCDMS Ge highvoltage detectors, we assume a target mass of 6 kg, trigger threshold of 80 eV, and all
other parameters identical to SuperCDMS Si high-voltage.
Though silicon, germanium, and xenon have similar nuclear properties (e.g., all
three have isotopes with unpaired neutrons), the variation in the event rate across
operators and target elements is large. For the 3 GeV/c 2 case, the strength of the
silicon signal relative to the germanium signal varies by three orders of magnitude,
depending on the operator assumed. The signal in LZ is very close to zero for such
a low-mass dark matter particle because the velocity required for a 3 GeV/c 2 WIMP
to deposit energy above the assumed 1 keV threshold is greater than the galactic
escape velocity. However, for WIMP masses above a few GeV/c 2 , LZ’s exposure,
which is approximately 100 times larger, leads to event rates that are enhanced by
approximately the same factor. In addition, the relative rate for SuperCDMS Si HV
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Figure 5.10: Event rate suppression relative to O1 scattering in LZ (black), SuperCDMS SNOLAB Ge iZIP (blue), and SuperCDMS SNOLAB Si (red) for interference
in germanium, with interference ranging from constructive (left) to maximally destructive (right), as determined by the magnitude of the corresponding eigenvalue.
The rate for SuperCDMS SNOLAB Ge high-voltage (light blue) is shown for the
3 GeV/c 2 case where LZ sees no events above threshold. The seven operator-operator
interference cases are shown, as well as pure isoscalar O1 , which is used as a reference
point.

becomes smaller at higher masses, since, by design, it is mainly sensitive to the small
energy depositions produced by low-mass WIMPs.
To examine the e↵ects of the di↵erent possible interactions for experiments with
similar fiducial masses, we also plot the event rate per time per target mass (Fig. 5.9,
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bottom). Here, we see that both Ge and Si SuperCDMS detectors operating in
high-voltage mode are more sensitive to low-mass WIMPs because of their lower
thresholds. In particular, the germanium high-voltage rate per kg day (light blue) is
nearly an order of magnitude larger than the standard germanium iZIP rate (blue) for
certain operators. For higher masses, the rates for xenon (black) and germanium are
comparable within an order of magnitude, but the nuclear properties of silicon (red)
make it less sensitive to these interactions. In addition, SuperCDMS Ge sees a modest
enhancement to the overall event rate at high WIMP masses where the distribution
of events extends beyond the assumed 30 keVnr upper limit for LZ. This e↵ect is
most prominent for operators such as O3 and O15 , which have a q 2 dependence that

suppresses the rate at low energies, though it is not enough to overcome the e↵ects
of LZ’s larger target mass in the total number of events.
The variation in signal strength across target elements in this e↵ective field theory
solidifies the case for using multiple targets to detect dark matter. Previous work has
shown that complementary target elements can break the degeneracy between the
standard spin-dependent and spin-independent operators [136, 137], and others have
shown that this concept can also be applied to the larger EFT parameter space
[132]. Such considerations are particularly important when incorporating the e↵ect
of interference on the event rate. Because of the presence of both isospin interference
and operator-operator interference, there are many combinations of interactions that
may greatly suppress the event rate for one particular element. Even if a single
experiment sees no signal due to interference e↵ects, a complementary target with
di↵erent nuclear properties may still observe events.
To demonstrate the e↵ect of interference on the relative event rate, we determine
regions of extremal interference in germanium using the principal component analysis method detailed above. The event rate suppression relative to O1 for the three
G2 experiments for germanium constructive interference and destructive interference
are shown in Fig. 5.10 for WIMPs with masses of 3, 10, or 300 GeV/c 2 , assuming
the standard Maxwellian halo model and the same experimental parameters as in
Fig. 5.9. Again, this figure does not consider the relative background rates for the
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three experiments. We consider all seven possible cases of four-dimensional operatoroperator interference. The sum of the squares of the EFT coefficients is equal for all
cases presented; however, because of the relative strength of various operators and
the presence of interference, the rate can be suppressed by many orders of magnitude.
We characterize the interference using the magnitude of the eigenvalue: the largest
eigenvalue corresponds to the maximally-enhanced event rate, while small eigenvalues
correspond to varying levels of destructive interference.
The relative event rates in Fig. 5.10 indicate that constructive interference can only
modestly enhance the event rate. In the case of O1 /O3 interference, the maximal
rate is only ⇠ 1.5% larger than the pure O1 rate. For operators such as O4 that

depend on the spin of a nucleon in the nucleus, the enhancement relative to the
respective isoscalar operator tends to be slightly larger. In particular, the constructive
interference eigenvector for O4 /O5 and O4 /O6 interference corresponds to WIMP-

neutron spin-dependent scattering and is approximately a factor of 2 larger than the
isoscalar O4 rate.

Since germanium, silicon, and xenon have similar properties, the event rate in

SuperCDMS and LZ is suppressed equally for most interference cases. However,
there are a few notable exceptions. From Fig. 5.9, we see that for a 3 GeV/c 2 WIMP
interacting via a pure isoscalar operator, the event rate in SuperCDMS Si high-voltage
tends to be at least an order of magnitude smaller than the rate in SuperCDMS Ge.
When interference is considered, the rate in silicon may become equal to or larger than
that in germanium. As an example, the O1 /O3 right-most destructive interference

case in Fig. 5.10 corresponds to maximal O1 isospin violation in germanium (fn /fp ⇠
0.8) as discussed in [128]. For this choice of coefficients, the rate in xenon and

germanium is suppressed relative to pure isoscalar O1 scattering in that target by a
factor of ⇠500 and ⇠2000, respectively, while the rate in silicon is suppressed by a

factor of ⇠100. A second instance of this suppression is seen for O4 /O6 interference

at 3 GeV/c 2 in the second plot from the left: the rate in both silicon and germanium
is suppressed, but the suppression in germanium is much larger, leading to a greater
number of events observed in silicon.
In addition, there exist several cases for higher WIMP masses where the rate in LZ
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is smaller than that in SuperCDMS Ge, despite LZ’s 100⇥ larger exposure. Maximal
destructive interference (right-most plot) for O4 /O5 and O8 /O9 suppresses the event
rate in xenon enough that SuperCDMS will see orders of magnitude more events

than LZ, even for larger WIMP masses where LZ typically has an advantage. For
additional interference cases the rate in LZ is less than an order of magnitude larger
than that in SuperCDMS Ge. Although the cases presented here are arguably finetuned, the existence of regions of parameter space where interference suppresses the
rate in one experiment by orders of magnitude relative to another further supports
the need for multiple experiments which use a variety of target elements.

5.5

Prospects for the future

The interaction between dark matter particles and nuclei might be much more complicated than direct detection experiments have typically assumed. The inclusion of
new operators within the framework of an EFT might have profound consequences for
current and proposed experiments. As a result, in this richer parameter space, data
from multiple experiments with di↵erent targets is essential in order to determine the
precise nature of the interaction. In addition, when modeling dark matter signals,
experiments must consider how an interaction due to an arbitrary EFT operator can
a↵ect the energy distribution of dark matter events.
The importance of using multiple target elements to constrain dark matter interactions can already be seen when plotting limits from current experiments. As we have
shown, the di↵erences in target element properties lead to variations in the shape of
the interaction strength versus mass limit curve. In addition, a combination of target
elements can produce better constraints on dark matter, especially when considering
multiple dark matter interactions and the possibility of interference. This complementarity of di↵erent target elements will become increasingly important in the case
of a statistically significant detection.
The additional interactions introduced by the EFT formalism become especially
significant when experiments use statistical techniques which rely on assumptions
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about the shape of the dark matter recoil spectrum to distinguish between background and a potential dark matter signal. Machine learning techniques, such as the
boosted decision tree used in the SuperCDMS Soudan result [104], and likelihood
analyses, such as the one performed on CDMS II low-energy data [102], require accurate models of both the signal and the expected background. So far, direct detection
experiments have focused primarily on building accurate models of their expected
backgrounds, while assuming a simple signal model. However, mis-modeling the signal could also have significant consequences. If a WIMP signal that does not conform
to the standard spin-independent assumptions is present in the data, it could produce unknown e↵ects on the final result because it may not match either the signal
or the background model. In the case of algorithms such as the optimum interval
method that compare the observed events to the expected WIMP spectrum but do
not attempt to subtract background, WIMP signal events may be interpreted as
background, leading to limits that are too strict (i.e. parameter space is incorrectly
excluded) when using the optimum interval method, which e↵ectively ignores events
that do not match the expected spin-independent rate.
These considerations become especially important as the community moves forward with the proposed G2 experiments. SuperCDMS SNOLAB and LZ will have
unprecedented sensitivity to dark matter scattering for a wide range of WIMP masses,
and the combination of target elements allows one experiment to verify a potential
signal seen by the other. However, the variation in signal strengths across EFT operators and experimental target elements could lead to experimental results that appear
to be in conflict under the standard dark matter assumptions. In particular, interference between operators can suppress the relative event rates by several orders of
magnitude for germanium, silicon, and xenon. If the true dark matter interaction includes such interference, it is possible that one experiment will observe a statistically
significant signal while the other does not. The e↵ective field theory framework can
account for such apparent inconsistencies, and, in the event of a statistically significant signal, it will pave the way for future likelihood analyses to determine the nature
of the dark matter interactions.

Chapter 6
Conclusions
This work has demonstrated several new data analysis techniques that will become increasingly useful as SuperCDMS Soudan moves towards SuperCDMS SNOLAB. The
SuperCDMS Soudan low-mass WIMP search, which featured a detailed background
model, showed that machine learning algorithms can be applied to direct detection
data to great e↵ect, increasing the sensitivity of a given dataset by a factor of a few.
In addition, this work showed that the CDMS detector monte carlo can be used to
model the expected backgrounds in fully-functional and shorted detectors and a posteriori understand the systematic e↵ects of T5Z3’s shorted outer charge channel on
the SuperCDMS Soudan low-mass WIMP search. Finally, this work introduced tools
for considering WIMP-nucleon scattering via e↵ective field theory operators. The
wide range of possible responses and the possibility for interference that is inherent
in the EFT framework demonstrates that SuperCDMS SNOLAB, with its germanium
and silicon detectors, will be complementary to LZ in the next generation of direct
detection experiments.

6.1

Low-mass dark matter searches at SNOLAB

Because of its low thresholds, excellent background discrimination, and relatively light
target elements, SuperCDMS Soudan has excellent sensitivity to low-mass WIMPs.
The improved iZIP detectors used for SuperCDMS Soudan reject the surface event
123
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background at greater than 1 in 105 , and the dual-sided design of the phonon sensors
allows for fiducialization at very low energies, where the charge channel resolution is
poor, using the phonon information.
The SuperCDMS Soudan low-mass WIMP search demonstrated the power of the
phonon sensor fiducialization and set leading limits at the time on the existence of
low-mass dark matter. A model of the expected backgrounds from activation lines,
Compton scatters, and radiogenic contamination was developed and used to determine background rejection criteria while keeping the WIMP-search dataset blinded.
The framework developed for this background simulation, where noise is added to
pulses of known energy and then processed through the standard CDMS reconstruction algorithms, was also instrumental in building the detector monte carlo-based
background simulations discussed in Chapter 4.
This background model showed that machine learning algorithms, long used in
the realm of accelerator experiments, can also be applied to direct detection data
to develop useful criteria to discriminate between signal and background. In particular, as shown in Fig. 3.9, the boosted decision tree used in the low-mass WIMP
search increased the sensitivity over more traditional discrimination methods by a
factor of a few. Experiments such as EDELWEISS have since begun using machine learning techniques in their own low-mass WIMP searches.In addition, with
this background model, we demonstrated that it is possible to accurately estimate
the expected sensitivity and propagate systematic uncertainties to the final limit.
These uncertainty-propagating methods are already being used to understand how
the systematic uncertainty on the nuclear recoil scale for CDMSlite a↵ects the limits
from a second, extended run in high voltage mode at Soudan.
Such techniques will be particularly useful for SuperCDMS SNOLAB, which is
expected to focus on the low-mass region of dark matter parameter space. As shown
in Fig. 6.1, SuperCDMS SNOLAB dominates the WIMP landscape at masses below ⇠10 GeV/c 2 . Although SuperCDMS SNOLAB is expected to have even lower
thresholds than SuperCDMS Soudan, challenges are always present when discriminat-

ing between signal and background very near threshold. The background modeling
and discrimination techniques used for SuperCDMS Soudan should translate well to
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SuperCDMS SNOLAB.
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Figure 6.1: Current limits from direct detection experiments (solid lines) and expected
limits from the planned G2 experiments (dashed lines). SuperCDMS SNOLAB will
have world-leading sensitivity to low-mass dark matter.

6.2

Moving forward with the detector monte carlo

The CDMS detector monte carlo (DMC) is a powerful tool for modeling the expected
performance of CDMS detectors. This work represents the first attempt to use the
detector monte carlo to inform ongoing CDMS data analysis. Processing and calibration algorithms inspired by the algorithms used on Soudan data were developed to
turn DMC output into data that can be analyzed using the same tools as data taken
at Soudan. The output energy and partition quantities were then studied to understand the systematic issues observed for detector T5Z3 in the SuperCDMS Soudan
low-mass WIMP search.
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The DMC is especially powerful for modeling detectors with known issues, such
as T5Z3 in the SuperCDMS Soudan low-mass WIMP search. Using the DMC, we
demonstrated that the modified electric field created by the shorted charge channel
can a↵ect the energy collection and partitioning, especially for events at high radius.
We also hypothesize that events occurring near the sidewall of the shorted detector
may be more susceptible to noise fluctuations that would push them into the signal
region. However, the observed e↵ect in the SuperCDMS Soudan low-mass WIMP
search is of the order of a few percent (three events passed the final selection criteria
out of over a hundred in the preselection region), so it will be necessary to simulate a
wider range of events to fully understand the e↵ect. In addition, using noise samples
from a larger time period than the two weeks in June 2013 considered for this analysis
will allow for better understanding of the possible systematics associated with timevarying noise environments.
This work demonstrates that it is possible to use the DMC to model detectors
with cold hardware problems that may otherwise limit their utility for dark matter
searches. Since one of the goals of the ongoing high-threshold (zero-background)
analysis is to maximize exposure while maintaining very low backgrounds, this work
lays the foundation for further modeling to understand the backgrounds at higher
energies. In particular, the detector monte carlo group is already undertaking largescale simulations of barium calibration data (millions of events per detector, instead
of the tens of thousands considered here) to understand if there are any outlier events
that systematically leak through the WIMP selection criteria.
Although the ongoing high-threshold SuperCDMS Soudan analysis will not be
considering events in detectors with charge shorts in its first-pass analysis, this work
also lays the foundation for using the detector monte carlo to better understand the
behavior of detectors with modified electric fields. Since the overarching goal of a
zero-background analysis is to maximize the exposure (and therefore the number of
detectors in use) while maintaining very low background rates, if the DMC provides
insight into how charge shorts a↵ect the detector performance, it may be possible to
use detectors such as T5Z3 and T1Z3 (which has both of its side 1 charge channels
shorted to ground) in future analysis of this dataset.
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However, work remains to be done to fully understand the behavior of the detector
monte carlo. Currently the limiting factor is the phonon partitions, which do not
agree with the observed distributions from Soudan data. This disagreement is largely
driven by the lack of local saturation in the DMC. The bulldozer algorithm discussed
in subsection 4.2.2 qualitatively models local saturation, which is not present in the
standard DMC. However, further tuning of the algorithm is needed to bring the DMC
phonon partitions into agreement with Soudan data.
In addition, comparisons of surface events simulated in the DMC and the lowmass WIMP search data-driven background model have uncovered discrepancies in
the yield between the two. In the future, validating both these simulations against
low-energy lead decay chain events observed at Soudan will inform the physics models
in the DMC, especially as the collaboration moves from the current MATLAB-based
detector monte carlo to the Geant4 DMC currently under development [138]. One
source of validation data that will be available in the very near future is calibration
data from a detector whose housing was exposed to radon gas. Radioactive decays
from the radon that plated out onto the housing will produce sidewall events exactly
analogous to the sidewall data simulated in this work. Validating simulated DMC
sidewall events against the sidewall source data will produce even more confidence in
the detector monte carlo.
In addition, we still need to understand some of the discrepancies in the distribution of boosted decision tree scores between the two simulations considered here.
Retraining the algorithm on both the data-driven and the DMC simulations and examining the output in more detail should provide information about why the disagreement in the BDT score is larger than the disagreement in any underlying variable.
Including the bulldozer algorithm in the DMC data that the BDT is tested on may
also improve the agreement between the DMC and data-driven models.
Once the few remaining issues with the detector monte carlo are ironed out, many
more projects are possible with the DMC. Currently, simulations of low-mass WIMPs
in a high-voltage detector are being used to design the sensor layout to optimize the
fiducial volume for CDMSlite-style detectors for SuperCDMS SNOLAB. The DMC
could also provide the basis for a future likelihood analysis of Soudan data, similar
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to the analysis performed on CDMS II data. This technique was shown to improve
the sensitivity of CDMS II by a factor of a few, and with the ability to use the DMC
to straightforwardly model both signal and background for SuperCDMS Soudan, a
likelihood analysis is a clear way to both demonstrate the power of the detector monte
carlo and improve the reach of SuperCDMS Soudan data. In addition, since the high
voltage detectors planned for SuperCDMS SNOLAB are expected to be backgroundlimited, the detector monte carlo provides an excellent candidate for modeling those
backgrounds so they can be subtracted, again increasing the reach of the experiment.

6.3

E↵ective field theory beyond SuperCDMS Soudan

This work has considered numerous e↵ective field theory operators beyond the standard spin-independent and spin-dependent interactions while remaining agnostic to
the underlying physics models that produce the interactions. Within this framework,
a very large range of relative event rates are possible for di↵erent target elements
because the range of nuclear properties on which the responses depend is large. The
large range of possible event rates across targets can help account for the current
tension between exclusion limits and possible WIMP signals currently seen in the
low-mass region of WIMP parameter space, and it also emphasizes the need to include several di↵erent target elements in future direct detection experiments.
In addition, the inclusion of new operators with dependence on momentum transfer and velocity can drastically alter the shape of the theoretical WIMP energy spectrum. Such e↵ects will need to be considered in the event of an excess of events
over expected backgrounds: a spectrum of candidate events that does not have the
expected exponential shape derived in Chapter 1 may still be caused by WIMP scattering if the interaction proceeds via an operator with this additional momentum or
velocity dependence.
As work on e↵ective field theories for direct detection becomes more mature, new
areas of inquiry will open up for future analyzers. For example, when the nonrelativistic e↵ective field theory considered in this work is connected to simplified models,
which extend the standard model by adding a single dark matter particle and a single
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particle to mediate the dark matter-standard model interaction, it becomes clear that
some operators considered in the nonrelativistic EFT cannot arise in relativistic simplified models [139]. In the framework of simplified models, it also becomes possible
to distinguish between di↵erent models because the coupling constants depend on the
parameters of the model.
The simplified model analysis also yielded two additional operators that can describe the scattering of spin-1 WIMPs o↵ of nuclei:
~q
· S · ~v ?
mN
~q
~N ,
= i
·S ·S
mN

O17 = i
O18

(6.1)

where S is the symmetric combination of polarization vectors as defined in [139]. In
the simplified model framework, these two operators are unique to spin-1 WIMPs,
while certain other operators are unique to spin-0 or spin-1/2. The presence or absence
of some of these operators in a potential signal yields additional information about
the underlying dark matter physics.
The e↵ective field theory framework is rich with possibilities for understanding
the underlying dark matter physics by using more sophisticated algorithms than the
optimal interval method considered in this work to set limits or define closed contours.
Work is already being done within the CDMS collaboration as well as by Catena
and Gondolo [132] to combine results from multiple direct detection experiments
and perform likelihood fits in the full EFT parameter space. Several other authors
have considered a list of plausible models within the simplified model framework and
used simulations to show that these models can be reconstructed [140]. Extending
a likelihood analysis to consider the full EFT parameter space or the models in the
simplified model framework will be an important step in understanding the underlying
nature of dark matter, especially in the event of a possible detection.
In addition to the simplified model framework, other theoretical work, which connects the non-relativistic EFT to the relativistic “chiral EFT” of WIMP-quark interactions, shows that not all of the operators in the non-relativistic EFT are independent
at relativistic energies and also concludes that some non-relativistic operators do not
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appear in the relativistic theory [141]. The e↵ective field theory work considered here
could also be extended by constraining certain linear combinations of operators as
specified by the chiral e↵ective field theory. This could be done using the optimal
interval method by fixing the angle for a polar limit plot (such as Fig. 5.5), or by a
more sophisticated likelihood analysis.
This work has demonstrated that the e↵ective field theory framework also makes
the case for testing a possible dark matter signal with many di↵erent target elements.
In particular, extending polar plots such as Fig. 5.5 to the expected exposures of the
G2 experiments, as shown in Fig. 6.2, shows that including silicon detectors in SuperCDMS SNOLAB can significantly better constrain spin-independent scattering in
the isoscalar-isovector plane. These projections are limited to the energy range above
⇠2 keVnr where zero background events are expected; if low-energy backgrounds are

well-understood, the true limits computed from G2 experimental data may even more
strongly constrain the parameter space because of the additional data below 2 keVnr.

Figure 6.2:
Projected background-free O1 isoscalar-isovector limits for a
2
6 GeV/c WIMP in the G2 experiments (solid), compared with current limits
(dashed).

SuperCDMS Soudan is the culmination of years of hard work by the scientists and
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engineers of the SuperCDMS collaboration. This thesis has built upon the foundations
of CDMS scientists past and present to demonstrate that new analysis approaches and
techniques, including applying machine learning algorithms for event classification,
using insights from the CDMS detector monte carlo, and considering new theories
of dark matter interaction, can increase the sensitivity of the experiment and provide new avenues of inquiry for CDMS data analyzers. As SuperCDMS moves from
Soudan to SNOLAB, the techniques developed in this thesis will become increasingly
important for modeling the expected backgrounds and for understanding the nature
of dark matter in the event that a dark matter signal is observed.

Appendix A
Low-frequency noise discrimination
A.1

Low-frequency noise in SuperCDMS Soudan
data

Triggers on low-frequency (O(100) Hz) noise are often seen in the low-energy Soudan
data. These events have phonon traces with shapes similar to those shown in Fig A.1
and no information in the charge traces. The CDMS optimal filter often reconstructs
the amplitude of these events to be above the 2 keV energy threshold, and for some
detectors, these events dominate the low energy data.

Figure A.1: Examples of low-frequency noise seen in two di↵erent detectors in lowenergy Soudan data. The left-hand event (from detector T3Z1) is reconstructed to
have an energy of 7 keV, and the right-hand event (from detector T4Z1) has an energy
of 4 keV.
132
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There appears to be a single dominant low-frequency shape for each detector, so it
should be possible to define a low-frequency noise optimal filter template and reject
the majority of these events using the di↵erence between the

2

for the fit to the

low-frequency noise template and the standard pulse template.

A.2

Selection criteria for low-frequency noise events

Since these pathological events are fairly common in the low-energy data at Soudan,
a set of cuts that preferentially selects these events is defined, and these events are
summed to create an average template that can be run through the optimal filter.
There are several characteristics shared by all low-frequency noise events:
• The upward fluctuation of the low-frequency noise causes the DAQ to trigger.

This guarantees that the noise will be more or less in phase, eliminating much
of the destructive interference that could potentially occur in averaging traces.

• The event has a slow rise time compared to real phonon pulses, which typically
have rise times of a few hundred µs.

• The event has an energy at most a few keV above the trigger threshold.
For each of the 15 Soudan detectors, I examined raw phonon traces with these
characteristics and picked a single trace that I thought was representative of the lowfrequency noise for that detector. An example representative trace for detector T4Z1
is shown in Figure A.2.
After passing each representative trace through a 50 kHz low-pass filter, a selection
of unblinded data from the periods following californium calibrations was processed
using the optimal filter in cdmsbats to calculate the
trace. The di↵erence between the
and this

2

2

2

of the fit to the representative

of the fit to the standard phonon pulse template

provided another selection criteria for low-frequency noise traces.
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Figure A.2: Representative low-frequency noise trace for detector T4Z2.

A.3

Low frequency noise template development

Low frequency noise templates were generated using the above selection criteria in
a method similar to the generation of standard phonon pulse templates. The traces
used to generate the template were selected from a set of low-energy events which
issued a trigger, had a 90% rise time greater than 1ms, did not contain pileup, and
were not caused by an electronics glitch. These traces were then summed with no time
shifting performed, run through a 10 kHz low-pass filter, and normed to 1 to create
the template for each detector. A comparison of the low frequency noise template
and the phonon pulse template for T4Z1 is shown in Fig A.3.

Test data processing using these templates
All unblind WIMP search data from the days following californium calibration was
processed using these templates to test how well a

2

selection criteria picks up low

frequency noise events. I define
2

=

2

(phonon pulse template)

2

(low frequency noise template)
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Figure A.3: Low frequency noise template and phonon pulse template for T4Z2.
2

so events that are true phonon pulses should have negative
are triggers on low frequency noise should have positive

2

, while events that

. A plot of

2

versus

total phonon energy for detector T4Z1 is shown in Fig A.4 below.
The distribution in Fig A.4 makes intuitive sense: at low phonon energy (ptOF),
most events have positive

2

since events below the 2 keV trigger threshold are

mainly noise. At higher ptOF, the events appear proportional to
from the quadratic dependency of
2

with positive and negative
indicated by the value of

2

2

ptOF2 , as expected

on pulse amplitude. Example triggered events

are shown in Figs A.5 and A.6, respectively. As

, the LF noise template is a much better fit for the

event in Fig A.5 and the pulse template is a much better fit for the event in Fig A.6.

A.4

Determining selection criteria

For the low-mass WIMP search discussed in chapter 4, the selection criteria were
defined to remove low-frequency noise with high confidence. Because low-frequency
noise is a significant component of the event rate at the low energies relevant to that
analysis, the selection criteria were defined to remove all low-frequency noise from the
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T4Z1.
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versus ptOF using the low frequency noise template for detector

signal region. Thus, a two-part threshold was devised: at low energies, an energyindependent threshold was determined to pass the majority of random triggers (a
good proxy for very low-energy nuclear recoils). At higher energies, the threshold
was fit to follow the parabolic band of good events.
To determine the flat portion of the threshold, all random triggers from lowbackground data that pass basic reconstruction quality cuts were examined, as shown
in Figure A.7. The true histogram (blue), has more power in the positive-

2

tail of

the histogram due to the presence of low-frequency noise in the noise environment.
Since we do not expect low-frequency noise to show up at negative
traces with negative

2

were reflected about

2

2

, the noise

=0 to obtain a “symmetrized”

distribution with no low-frequency noise component. The flat threshold was set so
that 95% of this symmetrized distribution passes the threshold.
The parabolic portion of the thresholds was determined by fitting the band of good
pulses obtained in californium data. This data, which is from high-statistics calibration data (where the rate from the source significantly exceeds the low-frequency noise
rate) is expected to be a fairly pure sample of good pulses. Events were binned in
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2
Figure A.5: Example event with positive
and an energy of 2.3 keV, shown in
frequency domain (left) and time domain (right).

2
Figure A.6: Example event with negative
and an energy of 5.2 keV, shown in
frequency domain (left) and time domain (right).

1keV bins, and each bin was fit to a gaussian to determine the mean and standard
deviation. The 2 and 3 bands were fit to parabolas, as shown in Figure A.8. The
2 band was used as the cut threshold at energies above ⇠10 keV, but near threshold,
the

level was tuned by eye to remove as much low-frequency noise as possible.

The resulting discrimination criteria is shown in Figure A.9. All events which
fall below the flat line and the green parabola are considered “good events.” Note
the presence of red points that fall below the flat threshold but are removed by
the parabolic threshold. These events are the “scariest” for the low-mass WIMP
search, since the goal was to push the threshold as low as possible while minimizing
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2
Figure A.7: Histogram of
for random triggers. The true distribution of randoms
is shown in blue, while the expected distribution of randoms with no low-frequency
noise component is shown in magenta. Flat cut thresholds were set such that 95% of
the distribution with no low-frequency noise (magenta) passed the threshold.

backgrounds. For the ongoing high-threshold WIMP search, which is designed to be
background-free, the thresholds were raised so this region was excluded; as a result,
the cut was reverted to the flat threshold.

A.5

Estimating the efficiency of the low-frequency
noise selection criteria

A pulse simulation was used to measure the efficiency of the selection criteria. The
phonon fitting template was scaled to a random energy, added to a noise trace, and
processed through the standard reconstruction algorithms. This produced a dataset
of pure good pulses; the only variance was caused by the variance in the noise environment. The efficiency was defined as the fraction of events in this dataset which
passed the selection critera, divided by the total number of events. It was measured
as a function of energy, as shown in Figure A.10. (This same method was used to
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2
Figure A.8: Histogram of
for californium calibration data. The fits to the 2
and 3 bands of good pulses are shown.

estimate the efficiency of other pulse-shape criteria, including the
pileup events and the

2

2

cut that rejects

cut that rejects electronics glitches.)

At high energies, the efficiency of the low-frequency noise selection criteria is close
to unity, since the band of noise events and the band of good pulses are well-separated.
As the energy approaches threshold (2 keV analysis threshold for this detector; the
trigger threshold was >2 keV), the efficiency also decreases. This is because the noise
events and good pulses are less well-separated at low energies where the signal-to-noise
is poor. As a result, a larger number of good pulses fail the selection criteria.
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for unblind low-background data.

Figure A.10: Efficiency of low-frequency noise selection criteria for detector T4Z2.
[Figure: Adam Anderson]
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Figure B.1: Upper limits on the dimensionless isoscalar coefficients for all e↵ective
field theory operators as a function of WIMP mass for SuperCDMS Soudan (light
blue) [104], CDMS II Ge reanalysis (dark blue) [133], and CDMS II Si (red) [134],
and estimated limits for LUX (black) [85], for the Maxwellian halo (solid) and an
alternate halo model (dashed).

Appendix C
Testing high electron mobility
transistors in the Stanford 3He
fridge
The charge amplifiers currently operating at Soudan use Field E↵ect Transistors
(FETs), which operate at ⇠130 K. To decrease the noise in the charge signal, the

charge amplifiers designed for SNOLAB plan to use High Electron Mobility Transistors (HEMTs), which can be operated at cryogenic temperatures. To understand
the behavior of the HEMTs and to better model their behavior in the SPICE circuit
simulation package, the properties of the HEMTs were tested at 4K and the SPICE
parameters were extracted by fitting the IV curves to the expected behavior.

Measurement method
The IV curves presented in Figure C.3 were acquired using a Kiethley 2400 source
meter in four-wire mode to provide the drain-source bias and a Kiethley 6517B electrometer to provide the gate-source bias. The Kiethley source meter interfaced with
a MATLAB program that stepped the drain-source bias voltage and measured the
drain current. A block diagram of the measurement setup is shown in Fig C.1. Three
separate HEMTs were wire-bonded to a board and installed in the Stanford 3 He
144
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fridge, as shown in Figure C.2, and cooled to 4K.

Figure C.1: Block diagram of fridge setup for HEMT IV measurement.
We want to use these curves to determine the SPICE parameters for the HEMT
by fitting the data to the equation
ID =

(

0
(VGS

VGS  VT

VT )2 VGS > VT

(C.1)

where the drain-source voltage is held constant and the HEMT is operating in the
saturation region. In the linear region, the drain current is for VGS > VT
ID = [2(VGS

VT )VDS

2
VDS
]

(C.2)

Fig C.4 shows the results of fitting the data for HEMTs 1 and 2 to Eqn C.2 for
VDS = 175 mV. (Fits to other values of VDS in the saturation region yield nearly
identical results.) The best-fit value of
10

4

2

(the transconductance parameter) is 3.2 ⇥

mA/mV , and the best-fit value of VT (the threshold voltage at which drain

current begins to flow) is

81 mV. The assumed error of 0.001 mA on ID was chosen

somewhat arbitrarily, so the error values are not representative of the true uncertainty
in the measurement.
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Figure C.2: HEMT board as installed in Stanford 3 He fridge. The HEMTs are located
on the underside of the top (green) board, and the bottom (yellow) board acts as a
guard for the HEMTs and wire bonds.

Figure C.3: Drain current vs drain-source voltage for two of the three high-electron
mobility transistors tested on October 16, 2012, measured at 4K.
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The transconductance can be found by taking the derivative of Eqn C.2 with
respect to VGS .
gm = 2
For

as calculated above, this value is
gm = 36

p

ID

(C.3)

p
ID mS

where ID is in mA.

Figure C.4: Fit to equation C.2 for the HEMTs 1 and 2 at VDS = 175 mV.
A summary of the results from the data in Figure C.3 and results from two earlier
runs is given in table C.1. There is a high amount of variability in the results, which
may have been caused by space charge in the HEMTs in the earlier runs. Note that
gm is calculated for ID in mA.
Table C.1: Summary of results from several Stanford 3 He
Date of Run Batch (A/B) & HEMT # Geometry VT [mV]
May 31
A-1
1x64
-40
July 10
A-1
1x64
-207
July 10
A-2
2x32
-220
October 16
B-1
2x32
-81
October 16
B-2
2x32
-75
October 16
B-3
2x32
-73

tests
[mA/mV2 ]
1.3⇥10 5
6.2⇥10 5
1.7⇥10 4
3.2⇥10 4
3.5⇥10 4
3.4⇥10 4

gm [mS]
p
7.1 p ID
16 pID
26 pID
36 pID
37 pID
37 ID
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